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Chapter 701 Fangs 

Taralam Star Cluster, 0358 Wormhole Sector. 

Big and small blue-black wormholes with fluctuating space coordinates existed in this area, tearing the 

space around them. A small spacetime carefully travelled in this unstable space area. It was Han Xiao’s 

ride. 

In the central area of the Shattered Star Ring was a huge wormhole group that was under the Taralam 

Star Cluster area. This dangerous area was called the Wormhole Zone. There were very few people 

around. The various Star Cluster civilizations had stationed people there and built wormhole observation 

stations, classifying the Wormhole Zone into hundreds of sectors. 

The Wormhole Zone in the Shattered Star Ring connected to many places around the universe. The job 

of the wormhole observation stations was to measure where some of those wormholes led. However, 

due to the wormholes being extremely unstable, old wormholes disappeared regularly, and new 

wormholes appeared just as frequently. Therefore, the progress of the measurements was very slow. 

According to the official data, till this day, they had only completed the measurement for 1 in 2,400,000 

of all the wormholes. 
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Han Xiao current target was the observation station of 0358 Wormhole Sector. The distributor of the 

level 180 silver legacy blueprint mission was the Mechanic that maintained this wormhole observation 

station. 

As he passed by a bunch of wormholes, a small space station appeared in his vision under the 

wormholes’ orbits. Han Xiao sent a landing request to the space station, which was very quickly 

approved. He piloted the spaceship to dock at the space station and entered the port passage. After 

sliding on the magnetic tracks of the space station for a while in a narrow passage, he finally entered the 

port. 

Han Xiao disembarked from the spaceship and greeted the maintenance personnel of the port. 

“Your Excellency Black Star, have you come to look for Professor Harrofal again?” a maintenance officer 

asked. 
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“Hmm, where is he now?” Han Xiao nodded. 

“You came at the right time. Professor Harrofal followed the measurement team out to collect 

wormhole data some time ago and only returned two days ago. He’s now inside the research lab, 

conducting experiments.” 

“Thanks.” Han Xiao smiled and left the dock, heading toward the research lab of the wormhole 

observation station. 



This wormhole observation station did not belong to Klent or Purple Crystal but another Star Cluster 

civilization of the Shattered Star Ring that did not take part in the secret war and was semi-neutral. 

Harrofal was a research-type Mechanic that was not good at combat, a professor of a government-

owned mechanic education institution of this Star Cluster civilization. He had always been on the 

frontlines of technology, studying all kinds of subjects. In order to study the wormhole group, he had 

deliberately requested to do maintenance at an observation station. He was the distributor of the 

blueprint mission. 

Han Xiao had already completed the blueprint mission up to the seventh round. He had come to this 

observation station many times, so the people there were already familiar with him. 

Arriving at the research lab smoothly, Han Xiao announced his identity outside the locked door. After 

waiting for a while, the door opened, and Harrofal walked out. He gave Han Xiao a stare and said 

unhappily, “You again, you’re disturbing my experiment.” 

“Experiments can be done anytime, but you don’t get to see me every day.” Han Xiao laughed. 

Harrofal was an old man with claret skin. His hair and beard were all white. He was very old, but his back 

was straight, and he looked more fit than some younger men. This was a tough old man. 
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To the Mechanic class, knowledge was power. Harrofal had studied the various mechanic theories very 

deeply and was quite talented. Furthermore, he had studied them for so many years, so it was very 

normal that he was a Grade A Mechanic. However, Harrofal had always been researching and studying 

technology; he rarely fought anyone. 

Although his level was not low, he had many subclasses similar to (Scholar]. His combat capability was 

among the lowest in Grade A. 

A Star System civilization would have dozens of government Grade A Supers. Thus, the Star Cluster 

civilizations naturally had dozens of times more Grade A Supers. After Han Xiao entered Calamity Grade, 

he had basically only come into contact with people of the same level, so it looked like there were many 

Calamity Grades. Actually, compared to the huge number of Grade B and Grade C Supers, the number of 

Calamity Grades was still very low. 

The Star Cluster civilizations had relatively more Grade A Supers, so they could afford to have some 

talents that were not required to fight, such as Harrofal, who had low combat capability and focused on 

research and developments. 

Although Harrofal always focused on research, he knew that Black Star was also a master Mechanic, so 

he had respect for him. He temporarily paused his studies and invited Han Xiao to the guest room to 

chat. 

After chatting for a while, Han Xiao moved the topic to the blueprint mission. This silver legacy blueprint 

was Harrofal’s personal belonging. Han Xiao had made an agreement with him long ago that as long as 

he helped him do some stuff, Harrofal would be willing to teach the blueprint to Han Xiao. The mission 

was at round seven. 



Harrofal thought for a while before giving his request. A notification popped up on Han Xiao’s interface. 

He looked at the new round for the missionit was not difficult, just cumbersome. 

Han Xiao delayed no longer. He ended the chat and bade farewell to Harrofal. He left the observation 

station and immediately headed to complete the mission. 

The level 180 silver blueprint mission had ten rounds in total. To Han Xiao, it was not dangerous at all; 

he could complete them as long as he spent the time. 

In the next month, Han Xiao travelled around, returning and leaving the observation station, and 

focused on completing one mission requirement after another. Ralph had given him a very long holiday 

this time, so he had plenty of time. 

While he was doing the missions, he did not meet any accidents; it went very smoothly. In just over ten 

days, the blueprint mission in the mission list was finally shown to be ‘Completed’. Han Xiao 

immediately returned to the observation station and found Harrofal. 

Harrofal took Han Xiao to his private room, dug through a bunch of stuff, and took out a square-shaped 

mechanical safe. He inserted his own Mechanical Force as the password, and the mechanical parts of 

the safe started to move like a Rubik’s Cube. After a while, the safe opened. 

Harrofal took out a thick deck of blueprints from inside, shook it a bit, and placed it on the table. 

“Alright, according to our agreement, this blueprint is now yours. It’s weird; you’ve been busy fighting 

the war these few years, yet you squeezed out the time to do things for me. Does this blueprint have 

some sort of important use to you?” 

“You can say that.” Han Xiao nodded. 

Harrofal saw that Han Xiao was not planning to explain further, so he did not continue asking. He flipped 

the blueprints on the table and said, “This is what you asked for. I got this from someone else, so it’s not 

really a secret. Although it’s interesting technology, it’s not very advanced. It seems to be a blueprint 

passed down by a Mechanic from many years 

ago.” 

“Let me take a quick look.” 

Han Xiao scanned through the blueprint. A progress bar for reading instantly popped up on the 

interface. His Intelligence was extremely high, so his reading fast was speedy. 

In less than a minute, he had read through this complex blueprint. With the interface, as long as he had 

a high enough Intelligence, the efficiency of learning a blueprint would be hundreds of times faster than 

regular Mechanics. 

Standing at the side, Harrofal thought that Han Xiao was just looking at it briefly. Never would he know 

that Han Xiao had already mastered the knowledge of this blueprint in just less than a minute. 

You have received [Ice Age Star Freezing Cannon Blueprint] x 1. 

You have learned a new blueprint, [Ice Age Star Freezing Cannon)! 



Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

Finally… Han Xiao took a deep breath and looked at the blueprint introduction on the interface. 

Legacy blueprints all had rather lame names. The Ice Age Star Freezing Cannon was a level 180 machine. 

It was a planet-level strategic weapon for Cannon Masters. As a Mechanic, he could use it as well. 

Most energy cannons fired burning high-energy particle streams while the Ice Age Star Freezing 

Cannon’s attacks were extremely cold. According to the blueprint introduction, at the Ice Age Star 

Freezing Cannon’s highest power output, one attack could send an entire planet into the Ice Age. 

Although its destructive power was not as high as actual Planetary Destroyers, it was still a very strong 

weapon. 

Maybe because the Ice Age Star Freezing Cannon was very old, it did not have a very high knowledge 

requirement. Among the Cutting-Edge Knowledges, it only required [Abnormal State Energy) and 

(Controllable Annihilation Weapons). Fortunately, Han Xiao knew both, so he did not have to find new 

Cutting-Edge Knowledge. 

“Hmm, this thing needs quite a lot of rare materials. I’ll have to go back to build it. 

Glancing at the cost of it, Han Xiao tutted. The cost of this cannon was probably even higher than proper 

Planetary Destroyers. 

The development of technology was meant to build high power weapons with low costs. The older 

blueprints basically had high power and even higher costs. After all, the technology back then had not 

been as advanced. 

However, is a problem that can be solved with money even considered a problem? 

I’m rich! 

Putting away the blueprint, Han Xiao nodded and said, “I shall get going.” 

“Don’t you want to stay a while to chat before leaving? I still want to discuss some technology with 

you.” 

“Probably not, I have some things to do.” 

“Sigh, alright then. I’ll send you off to the dock. If you have the time in the future, feel free to chat with 

me anytime. You have my communication number. 

Harrofal felt a little sad. He quite liked chatting with Han Xiao. Both of them were master Mechanics, 

and they had infinite topics to talk about. 

However, the moment they left the room, the lights in the corridor became red warning alarm lights. A 

piercing alarm echoed in the entire observation station. 

Ohm! 

“Enemy attack! Enemy attack!” 



Harrofal’s face drastically changed. Before he could speak, the entire observation station trembled 

violently, and Harrofal almost staggered. 

Right after, a deafening sound of explosion came from far away. 

Boom! 

The vigorous flames quickly expanded in their direction, filling the corridor. 

Han Xiao frowned. Nanoparticles climbed on his palm and turned into armor. He flipped his hand 

around, and a blue oval shaped psionic shield appeared, easily blocking the flames. He then turned and 

looked at Harrofal. 

“The enemy is definitely bombarding this place from outside. Let’s leave the observation station first.” 

Harrofal had very little experience against enemies, but he was not so inexperienced that he would 

panic in such situations. He equipped his own mechanical suit and crashed through the corridor, 

penetrating the exterior armor of the observation station and flying out. Han Xiao activated the 

Mountain Ape mechanical suit and followed him. 

The two of them finally saw what was happening after leaving the observation station. Their expressions 

changed. 

A fleet had surrounded the observation station from all directions. It had at least five hundred 

battleships, and they were all firing at the observation station. The protective shield was almost torn 

apart instantly as high energy beams penetrated the observation station. 

The next moment, the fire expanded, and the observation station exploded, shattering into pieces. 

“No, my research lab!” Harrofal’s expression changed drastically as he yelled with heartache. 

“Sh*t, my spaceship!” Han Xiao’s eyes twitched. 

Reynold had flown the Blacklight Stealth back, so he was just using a normal small spaceship. 

Nonetheless, Han Xiao had still stored some Army Boxes in it. It would be a huge loss if they were 

destroyed too. Although he was not short of money at all, wasting was still shameful! 

Han Xiao raised his hand. The space around him rippled, and Army Boxes arrived one after another 

through hyperdrive. Han Xiao counted them and was relieved. 

The outside of the Army Boxes had suffered some damage, but the compressed orbs inside were 

undamaged. The Army Boxes not only had hyperdrive devices equipped but also protective shields. This 

was originally to prevent the enemy from attacking the Army Boxes, but it had come in handy this time. 

The entire observation station turned into scrap; only a few Supers survived. The attack was too sudden. 

The people inside the observation station could not react at all. 

As this was a space station for research, it had limited defensive measures. After all, not many people 

would deliberately attack a wormhole observation station set up by a Star Cluster civilization. 

Furthermore, this was the Wormhole Zone. The unstable wormhole group was a natural line of defense. 

Almost no one would battle there. 



“Who are these people? Why did they attack us?” Harrofal was shocked and furious. 

Han Xiao was very curious too. He instinctively felt that these enemies were there for him-he had almost 

developed a habit of being assaulted throughout the years. 

He frowned and looked at the fleet. As he was about to speak, he received a message on his mechanical 

suit. 

“We finally meet again, Black Star!” 

This voice, it’s a little bit familiar! 

Han Xiao looked over. 

His vision passed through the universe and locked onto a person from the fleet. After clearly seeing this 

person’s appearance, Han Xiao was shocked and surprised. 

This person was his old enemy that had been missing for many years—the DarkStar leader! 

How did he appear there? 

Chapter 702 Lord of Fallen Ark 

Ever since Godora’s pursuit for the DarkStar leader ended with no results, Han Xiao had not seen the 

DarkStar leader. No one knew where he was hiding. But now he had suddenly appeared, even bringing a 

fleet. It seemed he had risen from the ashes. 

Han Xiao frowned. The DarkStar leader definitely knew his whereabouts and had an exceptional 

intelligence channel. He should be working with a very strong organization. 

DarkStar will only have a chance to target Godora if I’m eliminated. As for the organization working with 

DarkStar, it’s probably an organization that has attempted to assassinate me before. Their goal is the 

same, so they easily came to an agreement… 

Han Xiao thought quickly. From this, he deduced that the DarkStar leader only appeared to attack him 

because he was absolutely confident of succeeding. With so many failed assassination attempts, they 

would definitely be very cautious. 

This small fleet around him was basically no threat to him. After all, his mechanical army was not for 

decoration. However, Han Xiao did not let his guard down even a bit; rather, he was very wary. He felt 

that the DarkStar leader definitely had an unknown trump card. 

Han Xiao had no intention of chatting. The Army Boxes opened one after another, and an enormous 

mechanical army expanded like the tide, overwhelming the DarkStar leader’s fleet with its size. 
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Without hesitation, Han Xiao struck. Countless cannon fire lights seemed to have illuminated the 

universe. His storm of counter attacks tore dozens of battleships into pieces in an instant! 

With his mechanical army that had millions of machines, as well as his various talents and Mechanical 

Force bonuses, Han Xiao was a one-man galactic army. He could destroy an entire fleet alone. 



Countless mechanical guards surrounded Han Xiao, forming layers and layers of shields. The fleet’s 

attack could not penetrate the shield at all. 

Harrofal was protected inside too. He looked around at the mechanical army that filled his vision and 

could not help but think, How rich! 
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Within a short while, these hundreds of battleships were almost wiped out, but Han Xiao was frowning. 

The battle being this easy made him even more alert. He did not believe that the DarkStar leader would 

attack him without any preparation. 

How could such a small fleet eliminate him, someone that even gave a Star Cluster civilization 

headaches? 

At this time, the DarkStar leader suddenly gestured at Han Xiao from far away in the midst of dodging 

attacks from the mechanical army. A few strange magic waves landed on Han Xiao in an instant. 

You have been attacked by the DarkStar Leader’s (Chain of Pain-Secret). Judging MYS… failed. Your MYS 

is lower than the opponent. This spell is effective! 

(Chain of Pain-Secret): When the opponent takes damage, your health will decrease as well. For every 

1% health the opponent loses, you will lose 0.55% – 0.7% health. 

You have been attacked by the DarkStar Leader’s (Life Absorption-Transfer). Judging MYS… failed. Your 

MYS is lower than the opponent. This spell is effective! 

(Life Absorption-Transfer): When you recover health, the recovery effect decreases by 30%. The 

opponent will gain the 30% recovery you have lost. When you should recover 1,000 health points, you 

will only recover 700 health points, and the opponent will recover 300 health points. 

You have been attacked by the DarkStar Leader’s (Heart Malediction—Collapse). Judging MYS… failed. 

Your MYS is lower than the opponent. This spell is effective. You have entered the (Mental Collapse] 

state! 
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[Mental Collapse]: -40% Psychological Resistance. You have lost control of your body and are unable to 

move. Duration: 6.2 seconds. 

The Mechanical Force all over Han Xiao’s body suddenly became still. He could not move his entire body. 

Han Xiao suddenly recalled that he still had the DarkStar leader’s Character Summon Card, and its effect 

was also this [Heart Malediction-Collapse). 

As he could not move at all, the mechanical army lost the Mechanical Force bonuses temporarily. The 

pressure on the DarkStar leader was immediately reduced. He quickly escaped the encirclement. In the 

process, his magic shield was focus fired and shattered time after time. He lost some health, so through 

(Chain of Pain-Secret], Han Xiao’s health decreased as well. 

Han Xiao looked at the combat information and quickly calculated in his mind. 



Chain of Pain reduces health by percentage. The amount of health I lose is about 60% of the DarkStar 

leader’s on average. However, my total health is more than double his, and the health recovery of Life 

Absorption relies on health points. For every 700 health points I lose, he recovers 300 health points, but 

our recovery speed is about the same in terms of percentage… 

Thus, as long as he recovered health, the health of both sides would reduce at about the same speed 

with his health reducing at a slightly slower speed at most. 

It did not seem difficult to break this cycle—he just had to not recover any health. 

This time, the DarkStar leader raised his hand. A warm light shone on his body. His wounds healed, and 

his health went up slowly. 

Han Xiao frowned. If the enemy healed himself, he would not share that healing. This way, in order to 

kill the DarkStar leader, he would have to take some risks… 

Of course, it would be much easier to just capture him. 

The DarkStar leader’s style was clearly a Mage focused on Curse-type spells. No matter what, he was 

one of the boss characters in Version 2.0. This ability of his was more difficult to deal with than Ember’s. 

It was more suitable for duels, too. 

Capture him first, think later. 

Han Xiao decided not to act recklessly. 

No matter how strong this cycle was, the DarkStar leader did not have infinite energy. Both Chain of 

Pain and Life Absorption required energy to sustain. The millions of mechanical soldiers would be able to 

make him run out of energy easily. 

The effect of Heart Malediction quickly disappeared, and Han Xiao regained control of his body. He 

controlled the mechanical army to surround and intercept the DarkStar leader. The DarkStar leader 

began struggling once again. 

Due to Chain of Pain, Han Xiao did not plan on killing him but was reducing the DarkStar leader’s mana, 

which was the reason that the DarkStar leader could barely hang on. Otherwise, he would have been 

obliterated by the rounds of True Damage. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

Han Xiao did not plan on using the DarkStar leader’s Character Summon Card. The DarkStar leader’s 

main attribute was Mystery, so his Mystery was way much higher than Han Xiao’s. The judgment would 

definitely fail. 

Did he feel that he’s become stronger and felt confident in killing me alone? Is he that reckless? 

Although the DarkStar leader’s abilities shocked him, it was not very threatening. Looking at the 

DarkStar leader, who was being heavily surrounded, Han Xiao could not stop guessing what his trump 

card was. 



Suddenly, a sense of alarm appeared in his heart. The DarkStar leader took out a black bead from his 

wrist. Its texture was like a crystal. The bead was filled with dense black fog, and in the center was a red 

dot of light. 

The next moment, the DarkStar leader crushed the bead. A lump of black fog splashed out together with 

the red dot of light, quickly turning into a completely black, human-shaped creature. Black smoke was 

oozing from all over its body. It had no face, and the middle of where its face was supposed to be was a 

blinking red dot. 

A creepy and strong aura swept out. Han Xiao felt all his hair stand on end as if he was targeted by some 

evil being. 

This was a pressure generated from the difference in the hierarchy of life! 

“What is that!” Harrofal had been watching and doing nothing, but he was so shocked that he could not 

help but exclaim in the communication channel. Subconsciously, he entered his rusty battle posture. 

Han Xiao did not answer him, but his face became extremely grave. 

With his strength right now, only one type of being could give him this kind of pressure… 

Beyond Grade A! 

The mechanical army fired another round of attacks at the DarkStar leader and the human shaped black 

fog beside him. The black fog silhouette moved. It grabbed onto the DarkStar leader’s shoulder, and 

with a flash of red light, the two of them suddenly teleported and appeared at another location, dodging 

the attacks. 

“This bead is indeed useful!” The DarkStar leader immediately felt relieved. 

This black fog silhouette was an Esper doppelganger of the Lord of Fallen Ark. In order to fuse the Esper 

abilities on the Super High Risk Esper Ability Restriction Treaty, he absorbed countless Esper abilities 

that all became his. 

The DarkStar leader had witnessed the Lord of Fallen Ark in combat before. He was basically almighty. 

He only had one word to describe everything he saw… 

God! 

The Lord of Fallen Ark’s doppelganger was his biggest trump card! 

The organization that planned this assassination was the organization that had always been behind 

DarkStar—the Klent Kingdom! 

Helping the DarkStar leader fight the Godoran Civilization was one of the projects in Klent’s plan to mess 

up the security of the Colton Star Cluster. DarkStar was just one of the chess pieces used to weaken the 

various Star System civilizations of Colton. For a very long time, the Klent Kingdom had been secretly 

causing trouble to their friendly neighbor’, the Purple Crystal Civilization. 

After DarkStar was destroyed by Han Xiao, it was Klent that found the way to send the DarkStar leader 

away and to the Fallen Ark. 



Klent secretly had a close relationship with the Fallen Ark. They did not bet everything on the Tyrant. 

Due to the Fallen Ark’s reputation, there was no way that they would expose this secret partner of 

theirs. 

After the DarkStar leader returned with his fleet, he had always been hiding in Klent’s territory and 

tracking Han Xiao’s whereabouts through Klent’s intelligence channels. The Bloodshed Land did not 

know about this. 

Han Xiao was the common enemy of the DarkStar leader and Klent. The two of them observed Han 

Xiao’s actions like patient hunters and had noticed that Han Xiao had periodically been going to the 

Taralam Star Cluster’s Wormhole Zone to visit Harrofal in recent years. 

Therefore, Klent thought of a plan-Black Star had already proved that it was extremely difficult to kill 

him, so why not banish him? 

Some time earlier, the Bloodshed Land’s strategy to drag Han Xiao to the Seoul Star Cluster happened to 

agree with Klent’s idea. 

In order to complete this plan, Klent had secretly made a deal with the Lord of Fallen Ark and obtained 

one of his Esper doppelgangers. Since they could not command the Tyrant, they found another Beyond 

Grade A that they secretly worked with to help. 

Although the Lord of Fallen Ark’s doppelganger had the strength of a Beyond Grade A, it had limited 

energy. Unless he personally came, Black Star would not be killed by just one of his doppelgangers. 

Klent’s plan was to use this doppelganger to suppress Black Star and send him into a wormhole, 

banishing him from the Shattered Star Ring. The Wormhole Zone not only connected to the explored 

universe but also the desolate unexplored universe! 

Under these circumstances, the DarkStar leader had accepted Klent’s assignment. He had taken the Lord 

of Fallen Ark’s doppelganger, followed Han Xiao to the Wormhole Zone, and attacked! 

He was willing to do things for Klent because it would only be possible to build a new home for the 

hybrids if he had help from a Star Cluster civilization. 

Initially, he thought that Klent would let him build a home for the hybrid Godorans in Klent, but the 

reward that Klent promised to give this time made him unable to reject it. 

If Black Star was successfully banished, Klent would build the hybrid Godorans a civilization of their own 

in the future Flickering World! 

The DarkStar looked at Han Xiao, who was on full alert, and then looked at the black fog silhouette 

beside him that was giving off a terrifying vibe. He smiled faintly. 

The end was decided! 

Chapter 703 – Surprise, I’m Back 

The mechanical army surrounded the entire region and countless cannons were pointed toward the 

black fog silhouette and the DarkStar leader. The cannons were charged up without being fired, and Han 



Xiao sized up the silhouette of the Beyond Grade A individual, which gave him immense pressure. 

Frowning, Han Xiao rapidly looked through his memory of Beyond Grade A experts. 

A Beyond Grade A Super was far rarer than Calamity Grade Supers, and every one of them was a top 

expert in the galaxy. Han Xiao could clearly remember the details of every expert. 

Black fog silhouette, red light spots… 

A figure then flashed in Han Xiao’s mind. 

Could it be that this fellow is (EsGod]? The ‘God of Espers’ and infamous Beyond Grade A Super? 
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This black fog silhouette was extremely similar to the EsGod doppelganger in his memories. After 

searching through his memories once, Han Xiao realized that it was extremely likely that his guess was 

correct. 

If that was the case, it could barely be considered good news. Han Xiao’s eyes narrowed. 

EsGod was one of the final bosses in the neutral-evil faction. His name was a secret, and people only 

knew him by his title of ‘EsGod’ or ‘Lord of Fallen Ark’. He had a few other nicknames, such as the Guide 

of the Crazy Believer, Tide of Extinction, and Butcher of Life. 

Among the Beyond Grade A Supers, the combat capability of EsGod was ranked at the very top. His 

battle record was stunning, and he had not suffered a single loss before. His worst battle record was a 

draw, and he even had the record of killing another Beyond Grade A Super! 
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Even the three Universal Civilizations were extremely wary of him. 

If the main body of EsGod descended, Han Xiao was certain that no one in the entire Shattered Star Ring 

would be his opponent. Even the Tyrant, Magus, and Dragon Emperor would not be a match for him. 

But if it was only a doppelganger, even if he could give off the pressure of a Beyond Grade A Super, his 

actual combat ability was definitely weaker than his main body. 

Furthermore, the battlefield was advantageous to Han Xiao! Han Xiao looked at the wormholes all 

around and came to a conclusion. 

I can give it a shot! 

All these thoughts flashed past in an instant, and Han Xiao already had a grasp of the situation. He took 

a deep breath to calm himself down and increase his concentration. 

This was his first time fighting a Beyond Grade A Super head on, and Han Xiao would give it his all. 

Suddenly, he seemed to have thought about something and began talking to Harrofal in their 

communication channel. 

“Professor, both of us are in danger right now, and this isn’t the time for you to hide anything. Tell me 

what kind of machines you have. I need to gather all of our strength.” 



Harrofal only hesitated for a second before whispering to Han Xiao through the communication channel. 

After listening to what Harrofal said, Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled, and he immediately came up with a plan. 

He then gave Harrofal a series of instructions, and Harrofal handed something over to him. 
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Right at this moment, the doppelganger of EsGod made a move. His figure disappeared in an instant and 

arrived within the formation of the mechanical army. 

Before the mechanical army around him could open fire, he disappeared again, and his figure flashed 

around the mechanical army rapidly before appearing in front of Han Xiao. He had managed to break 

through the defensive line of Han Xiao’s mechanical army in an instant. 

The moment the doppelganger of EsGod made his move, Han Xiao reacted. He first got Harrofal to leave 

the battlefield before he retreated swiftly. At the same time, he released a large number of compressed 

orbs and nanoparticles, which transformed into a hundred six-sided alloy plates. The exterior of the alloy 

plates looked like solar panels with an intricate mechanical design on the plates that was much more 

complicated. These metal plates were used to stabilize spatial coordinates. 

These alloy plates were dispersed and formed a loose sphere structure. The space within the interior of 

the sphere was stabilized, and the undulations of space were flattened. 

This was a product of the Cutting-Edge Knowledge (Advanced Space Application), a product to stabilize 

space. 

When the doppelganger of EsGod appeared in front of Han Xiao, he also fell into the region within the 

sphere, and his instant movement skill was restricted. However, EsGod did not pause and charged 

forward at an unbelievable speed instead 

Just when the thought of retreating surfaced in Han Xiao’s mind, his vision suddenly darkened, and 

EsGod’s figure was already right before him. The speed displayed was almost no different from instant 

movement, and his Dexterity was at least three thousand points! 

Esper ability, Divine Speed! 

“Dammit, isn’t he too damn fast?” Han Xiao was startled and gritted his teeth to activate his Mechanical 

Force. 

The psionic furnace of his Mountain Ape suit immediately revved up, and bluish lightning bolts flashed 

over the surface. Psionic energy exploded from his mechanical suit and formed a bluish energy blast at 

EsGod’s doppelganger. 

However, the psionic energy blast passed through EsGod’s doppelganger as though he were a 

holographic projection. The energy blast only had a miniscule effect. 

Esper ability, Dimension Crack! 

The next moment, EsGod’s doppelganger regained its physical form, and a palm drifted toward Han 

Xiao’s chest. 



Han Xiao immediately felt his hair stand on end, and he deactivated the space stabilizing device without 

hesitation. He used his Advanced Void Travel and escaped into the Void Dimension to avoid this fist. 

He had a feeling that he would definitely be in huge trouble if he suffered such an attack! 

The world before him then quieted and slowed. Everything around him seemed to be covered with a 

screen of water. After entering the Void Dimension, Han Xiao immediately attempted to retreat. 

Right at this moment, the black fog that represented EsGod’s doppelganger suddenly trembled and 

escaped from the state of being silenced. He had also entered the Void Dimension! 

EsGod then spread out his fingers before clenching his fists tightly. Han Xiao could clearly see a gigantic 

crack appearing in the space around him, and before he could even react, the Void Dimension world 

around him shattered like a broken mirror. Han Xiao was kicked out of the Void Dimension and brought 

back into the physical world. 

His Void Travel was interrupted! 

At the same time, EsGod’s figure appeared before Han Xiao again with his palm descending. 

Han Xiao took a deep breath, and the danger alarm in his head went off loudly with his heart almost 

stopping. This was an instinctive reaction that he could not control at all. He could only watch helplessly 

as EsGod’s palm approached him. 

Since he could not avoid the attack, he could only tank it! 

Han Xiao gritted his teeth and immediately adjusted the power output of his mechanical suit to the 

maximum. All his buff skills were activated without hesitation, and he even activated a few Character 

Summon Cards to increase his Strength, including Nagakin’s [Muscle Is Truth] card. 

Mechanical components sprung up on the surface of the Mountain Ape suit, and a surging force was 

generated. 

Han Xiao’s arm folded to form a blocking posture, and he activated his shield to welcome the incoming 

blow. 

Despite the palm pressing down on the psionic shield as though there was not the slightest bit of force 

being exerted, Han Xiao could feel as though a tsunami crashed down onto him. 

Esper ability, Star Toss! 

Thankfully, there was no sound in space. If there was, the soundwave from this attack alone could have 

killed all life forms below Grade C instantly! 

Han Xiao blacked out, and he lost consciousness for an instant. When he regained consciousness, he 

realized that his body had been sent flying uncontrollably, destroying any mechanical soldiers in his 

path. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

EsGod’s doppelganger became a small dot in Han Xiao’s vision, and Han Xiao did not know how far away 

this blow sent him. 



The scales beneath his mechanical suit tried to dissipate the force of this attack, but they overloaded 

and were instantly reduced into scrap. 

Han Xiao hurriedly summoned his interface to take a look and saw that this palm strike alone had taken 

out twenty-four percent of his suit’s armor and ten percent of his health. If he did not have his armor 

and shield, this palm strike would probably have taken forty percent of his health. 

“This is the strength of a Beyond Grade A Super…” Han Xiao was dumbfounded. 

The most frightening part of EsGod was the fact that even if he absorbed a simple Esper ability, he 

would be able to evolve the ability and allow it to unleash the force at the Beyond Grade A level! 

The basic forms of Divine Speed and Star Toss were actually extremely common low grade Esper 

abilities, giving a speed boost and strength boost respectively! 

Even if it was only a doppelganger, it still had the strength of Beyond Grade A! 

Han Xiao tried to stabilize his body while releasing the space stabilizing equipment to prevent EsGod 

from using his instant movement ability. During that short exchange, he had already gotten his 

mechanical army to aim at EsGod and open fire. 

Rainbow colors lit up the universe! 

Thousands of light balls swallowed EsGod’s doppelganger, but the next moment, a black hole seemed to 

have formed, and the energy of those balls of light were sucked into EsGod’s body. As though he had 

eaten a great supplement, EsGod’s face, which was originally dim, began to light up again. 

Esper ability, Black Hole! 

The energy capacity of his doppelganger was limited, and the Lord of Fallen Ark would not inject too 

much energy into it. Thus, EsGod’s doppelganger was like a three-minute man. However, this wave of 

attacks had resupplied it with energy again. 

“What kind of a hack is this?” Han Xiao finally managed to stabilize his body and cursed as he witnessed 

such a scene. 

He could not tank the enemy’s attack or initiate an attack. 

You are a bigger rascal than me! 

“Hahaha!” 

The DarkStar leader who was hiding at the side burst into laughter upon witnessing such a scene. 

He had originally worried that EsGod’s doppelganger would not be able to suppress Black Star. However, 

it seemed like his worry was unnecessary. In his eyes, EsGod’s doppelganger fighting Black Star was like 

an adult bullying a child! 

This time, Black Star definitely would not be able to escape! 

The next moment, Han Xiao turned around to escape and charged toward the wormhole zone. 



Upon witnessing that, the DarkStar heaved a sigh of relief, and a satisfied smile could be seen on his 

face. 

It seems like EsGod’s doppelganger can threaten Black Star’s life, so Black Star wants to escape through 

the wormhole. Hahaha, you are going to be exiled in order to save your life. 

EsGod’s doppelganger easily weaved through the mechanical army and gave chase to Han Xiao. Both 

figures transformed into rays of light and charged straight into the unstable wormhole zone. 

Despite the wormholes being unstable, the wormholes with the most intense energy fluctuations 

tended to connect to further places. This had not been verified, but it was from the experience of the 

galactic residents. 

The speed of EsGod’s doppelganger was extremely fast, and he chased closely behind Han Xiao. His 

objective was to send Han Xiao into the largest wormhole of this wormhole zone and exile Han Xiao 

away as far as possible. 

Han Xiao could feel the terrifying suction force from the largest wormhole next to him. Turning back to 

look at EsGod, who seemed to be teasing him, he gritted his teeth and operated his thrusters to avoid 

the wormhole. 

Right at that moment, a chuckle sounded by Han Xiao’s ears as though it was telepathically transmitted. 

“Stop struggling. Come and take the risk together with me. Entering wormholes is one of my hobbies.” 

EsGod said those words through voice transmission, and the next instant, he appeared behind Han Xiao 

and grabbed onto Han Xiao’s arm. At the same time, the red dots on his face shook slightly as though 

they were forming a smiling face. 

It turns out you know how to talk! 

Han Xiao felt his balls ache. 

The next moment, EsGod’s doppelganger dragged Han Xiao into the wormhole, and both of them 

disappeared. 

The mechanical army lost their source of Mechanical Force and all froze in midair. 

“Success!” 

The DarkStar leader was overjoyed and could no longer suppress his excitement. 

They had finally exiled Black Star, and Klent’s mission for him had been completed. There was hope for a 

new country for the mixed blood Godorans! 

“It’s over. It’s finally over,” the DarkStar leader muttered to himself with tears welling up in his eyes. 

Amid the tears, he seemed to be able to see a future full of hope. 

As long as the mixed blood Godorans had their own home, they would be able to lead a happy life 

together without any discrimination from the purebloods. While every mixed blood Godoran looked 

different and came from a different tribe, the DarkStar leader believed that they were all the same. They 

were the new Godorans. 



The DarkStar leader wiped away his tears and put aside such thoughts. Just when he was about to turn 

around and leave, he suddenly thought about something and turned around to search for Harrofal. 

He still remembered this Calamity Grade Super who did not participate in the battle. He had seen 

Harrofal’s information before, and Harrofal seemed to be a researcher for a Star Cluster Civilization. The 

DarkStar leader felt that he could catch Harrofal for an additional reward. 

After looking around for a while, he finally saw Harrofal’s figure in a region far away from the battlefield. 

Just when he was about to go forward to capture Harrofal, Harrofal suddenly stopped moving 

Harrofal took out a compressed orb, and the compressed orb transformed into a strange looking 

machine. It looked a little like a music box, yet it did not have that many layers of complicated 

construction. Compared to a weapon for battle, it looked more like a delicate research tool. Eight arms 

then appeared from the machine, and the arms got to work as though it was painting, leaving behind a 

bluish mark of light. 

The light marks became darker and darker and suddenly ballooned up to become a blue teleportation 

door. Following which, the blue light door spat out a figure before closing up. 

 “This thing is truly useful. Here, you can have it back.” Han Xiao stabilized himself and threw a beacon 

back to Harrofal. 

“Humph, I am a researcher. The things I develop are naturally useful. However, if you fly into other 

wormholes that haven’t been measured before, this machine won’t be able to find you.” 

Harrofal looked at the beacon with heartache and stored it back in his mechanical suit. This was 

something that he had given to Han Xiao. 

Han Xiao then cracked his neck and looked toward the shocked DarkStar leader. Crossing his arms, his 

lips curled up with mockery as he sent a message. 

“I bet you didn’t expect to see me again!” 

 Chapter 704 – Scapegoat 

Less than a minute earlier… 

Han Xiao was dragged into a dark, creepy wormhole. The moment that he entered, countless 

indescribable images appeared in his vision. 

The side of the wormhole looked blue but was actually black. When the two of them entered, they were 

separated and could not see each other anymore. 

The EsGod doppelganger did not even have to control him. The vortex in the wormhole dragged the two 

of them along and confused Han Xiao’s senses. Sometimes, he felt he was going forward, sometimes 

backward, sometimes falling, and sometimes rising. It strangely felt like he was being flushed down the 

toilet. 

The screen inside the mechanical suit displayed that the space coordinates became undetectable, and 

his thrusters had stopped working. He could not move, and the images around him quickly changed as if 



many things flashed past him. When he looked closer, it all became black. At the end of the wormhole 

that was an unknown distance ahead, a tiny light shone as if that was the exit. 
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At this time, the square-shaped mechanical beacon that Han Xiao placed in the mechanical suit started 

to operate. This was a Wormhole Probe Beacon that Han Xiao had gotten from Harrofal before the fight 

with EsGod started. 

Harrofal studied wormholes deeply. As they had to collect the various parameters of wormholes, the 

teams of the observation station had to get close to the wormholes from time to time. Occasionally, 

someone would get sucked in accidently. Through many experiments, Harrofal had invented a device 

that could retrieve a person from a wormhole. It had two requirements-first, the person had to carry a 

Wormhole Probe Beacon on them; second, the wormhole entered had to be one that had been 

measured before and had data recorded. 

Han Xiao knew how strong EsGod was too clearly, even if it was just a doppelganger. As soon as he 

recognized the enemy, he knew that he would not be a match in a direct battle. He was never arrogant. 

Therefore, when Han Xiao heard of this device that Harrofal had, Han Xiao had a flash of insight. He 

decided to use himself as bait and lure the EsGod doppelganger into the wormhole. Then, Harrofal 

would pull him out. 
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Although Harrofal might not be trustworthy, he had no choice but to take the bet. The worst ending 

would at most be spending a honeymoon with the EsGod doppelganger. 

As a Mechanic, Han Xiao knew very well that compared to Mechanics that were good in combat, those 

in research and development usually had more tricks up their sleeves. 

Han Xiao breathed a sigh of relief and figured out the enemies’ plan. 

The DarkStar leader wanted to use the wormhole to banish him. However, using this Wormhole Zone as 

the battlefield ended up being to his advantage. 

He had banished the EsGod doppelganger instead! 

Han Xiao glanced at Harrofal and murmured, “Luckily, Harrofal was here, or I would have been in great 

danger.” 

This time, the distant DarkStar leader who was petrified finally regained his focus. Without saying a 

single word, he turned around and started to escape. His expression was twisted and ferocious, filled 

with shock and rage. 

He had just been thinking about the bright future ahead of him now that the mission was completed, yet 

in less than a minute, his fantasy was shattered mercilessly by the reality. Black Star had escaped from 

the wormhole, but the EsGod doppelganger did not return. He was completely dumbfounded. 

The sudden change in situation almost made him lose his sanity, but the next moment, endless horror 

drowned that emotion and made his mind shiver. 
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Without the help of the EsGod doppelganger, Black Star is going to kill me! 

The DarkStar leader did not dare to stay for another second. He escaped, only having one thought in his 

mind… I can’t die now; the hybrid Godorans need me! 

However, the mechanical army was activated by Han Xiao once again and chased after him like a 

nightmare. Millions of mechanical soldiers rushed to him like a wave of metal. In the eyes of the 

DarkStar leader, these mechanical objects with no life seemed to have become ferocious and evil 

pureblood Godorans. 

A battle between Han Xiao’s mechanical army enhanced by his Mechanical Force and a Calamity Grade 

that did not excel in fighting masses had absolutely no uncertainty. Han Xiao easily took care of him with 

just his mechanical army. 

Without the EsGod doppelganger, the DarkStar leader had no more trump cards left. In order to not 

alarm the enemy, he had only brought a tiny fleet. The other troops and battleships that he had 

received from the Fallen Ark were all stored with Klent. 

Two Oathkeepers brought the DarkStar leader, who was on his last breath, before Han Xiao. The effects 

of Chain of Pain and the other spells had stopped long ago. Healthy and vigorous, Han Xiao sized the 

DarkStar leader up. 

“I thought you had already left the Shattered Star Ring. I didn’t think you would dare come back. You 

escaped years ago. This time, I finally caught you.” 

Han Xiao tilted his head. The armor plate on his left shoulder slid open and exposed a ring-shaped 

device emitting a blue light. It vibrated and released a field of air like a bubble and shrouded the three of 

them, allowing them to speak directly. 

The DarkStar leader stayed silent. All life in his eyes was lost, only leaving despair. 

The helmet of Mountain Ape folded and retracted back to the ring-shaped armor on Han Xiao’s neck, 

showing his face. He sized the DarkStar leader up with an interested look. 

“Since you can summon EsGod’s doppelganger, it means that you established a relationship with the 

Fallen Ark, which should’ve happened in these years you’ve been away. Let me think… the fact that you 

were able to attack me today means you have a very powerful intelligence channel that can lock onto 

my whereabouts. I did not tell anyone about coming here, nor did I stop at any other planet along the 

way. This means that the intelligence channel you have started monitoring me before I even left Colton, 

and they also knew that I would come to this particular wormhole observation station. It seems like they 

know me quite well…” 

Han Xiao scratched his head. 

“Hmm, Klent’s people are probably the only ones that like to stalk me this much. They’re the ones that 

initiated this mission, right?” 

The DarkStar leader kept silent with no emotions in his eyes, as if he was submerged in his own world 

and did not hear what Han Xiao said at all. 



Han Xiao pushed the DarkStar leader’s head, but still, he did not react, not even looking at him. His eyes 

looked like they had no focus, and his eyeballs did not move at all. 

“Why aren’t you talking? Do you think imitating an ostrich will work?” 

Harrofal could not help but cough softly. “Should I excuse myself?” 

“No need, you can be my witness,” Han Xiao replied before turning around to look at the DarkStar 

leader. He frowned. 

Strange, all he did was beat him up. Why did he seem broken? 

Han Xiao, however, did not know that the DarkStar leader had lost all hope. He felt that everything had 

ended now that he was in Black Star’s hands. He did not want to say anything at all. 

“Come on, has your mind collapsed just like that?” Han Xiao stared at the DarkStar leader’s eyes and 

curled his lips. “Your mental resilience is too low, yet you call yourself the leader of a galactic terrorist 

organization? Even the native leader of a rebel organization in my home has more backbone than you. 

You’re so weak.” 

Han Xiao contemplated for a while. He then called two Phantoms. They shapeshifted and turned into 

layers of restraints, locking the DarkStar leader in his place. He then took out his juice extractor and 

extracted a dozen or so Genetic Medicines. 

When the DarkStar leader saw the Super-Gene Extractor, emotions finally appeared in his eyes. “So, the 

Secret Message Bead did end up in your hands.” 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

“That’s right.” Han Xiao recalled that his first contact with DarkStar was because of the Secret Message 

Bead mission. “By the way, where is Ember?” 

“He’s dead.” The DarkStar leader lowered his head. 

“Oh, that’s great.” Han Xiao raised his eyebrows. The Destiny’s Child’s Character Summon Card was 

right. 

About how Ember died, he was not interested at all. In fact, when he saw the EsGod doppelganger, he 

already roughly knew what had happened. 

Capturing the DarkStar leader was a pleasant surprise. Klent was most likely supporting DarkStar, and 

they were connected to EsGod. This made him feel that he needed to be more cautious and alert. 

The DarkStar leader’s use was not only to generate juices; he could give this war criminal to Godora. 

That should trigger a Legendary Point and Dungeon Creation Rights, representing that the DarkStar 

organization was completely eliminated. 

Godora would heavily promote it, which might be also helpful to the (Bloodline) mission. 

However, Han Xiao was not satisfied with just the reward from a Star System civilization. With his 

current position, Star Cluster Civilizations were the most suitable partners. Since he had discovered 



DarkStar and Klent’s connection, he felt that he could make something out of it. Purple Crystal would 

definitely be willing to share this inside information. 

The effect that would bring was very obvious —with Klent having a history of funding a terrorist group 

to disrupt a Star System civilization, it would be more than enough to make the civilizations of the 

Westwind, Kaya, and Chaida Star Systems more alert toward Klent. This could indirectly cause Purple 

Crystal’s control in the areas of these three border Star Systems to recover, decreasing the efficiency of 

the Bloodshed Land. 

Furthermore, the Lord of Fallen Ark was notorious throughout the entire universe, known as a brute 

extremely hated by the three Universal Civilizations. As soon as Klent and EsGod’s relationship was 

exposed, the pressure they faced would increase drastically. At the very least, the Crimson Dynasty 

would be unhappy with Klent. 

Not mentioning the pressure that Klent would receive externally, there was also a chance for things to 

happen internally—their ally Heber the Tyrant might not like sharing his spouse with EsGod. 

Of course, he might be wrong, and Klent might not be the mastermind behind DarkStar. 

But it did not matter. 

The DarkStar leader is in my hands. If I say you’re the mastermind, you are! 

Han Xiao was firm on sending this gift to Klent. 

Putting away all the medicines, Han Xiao flipped his palm, and a compressed orb shot out from the 

tubes inside the mechanical suit. Activated with a little bit of Mechanical Force, this compressed orb 

quickly expanded into a single person aircraft about ten meters long. It was very small. 

The small standard spaceship that he had originally taken was destroyed. Although he could use the 

Mountain Ape’s Traveling Mode to leave, it was not convenient when he had a captive with him. He 

could only take out a single person aircraft and leave the Wormhole Zone first. 

“Profession Harrofal, let me take you to the nearest planet.” 

“Sure.” 

Han Xiao retrieved his mechanical army, and the two of them entered the spaceship. He told Harrofal to 

help monitor the DarkStar leader while he sat in the pilot seat. 

At this time, Han Xiao seemed to have recalled something 

“By the way, where does the wormhole I just entered lead to? The EsGod doppelganger did not escape, 

where would he get teleported to?” 

Harrofal shook his head. “The other side of that wormhole isn’t stable. We’ve measured the data, and 

the other side of that wormhole changes constantly, so I don’t know where that guy went. However, 

based on probability, there’s a bigger chance that he will have arrived in an unexplored region. After all, 

that wormhole is huge, and its energy turbulence is very violent.” 

“I see…” 



The EsGod doppelganger had limited energy, so it would disappear on its own after some time. As long 

as he did not come out in any densely populated area, it would be safe. 

A dark blue flame shot out from the end of the aircraft. It slowly accelerated and gradually turned into a 

stream of light, disappearing from the Wormhole Zone. 

In some unexplored region of the universe, a wormhole was slowly spinning. Suddenly, a silhouette flew 

out from the wormhole covered in black fog. It was EsGod’s doppelganger. 

Stabilizing his body, the EsGod doppelganger waited outside the wormhole. After waiting for quite a 

while, he still did not see his little friend Black Star come over and meet him. 

The red dot of light on the face of the EsGod doppelganger shone brightly, giving off a sense of hatred. 

The main body had a mental connection with the doppelgangers. The main body could see the 

doppelganger’s actions and could either control the doppelgangers or just watch. EsGod always liked to 

be the observer and let his doppelgangers do the work. Seeing doppelgangers make their own choices 

was like watching a first-person movie. 

Because he had this ability, he liked to enter wormholes for the fun of it and let fate decide what 

happened to the doppelganger. 

This time, attacking Black Star, the original body of EsGod was still just watching as the doppelganger 

acted out of his own will. He did not really take Klent’s request seriously. As he saw that Black Star 

seemed to have escaped, he was a little curious and remembered this person. He then forgot about the 

mission and looked at where his doppelganger had landed. 

The EsGod doppelganger looked left and right before choosing a random direction and starting 

continuous long-distance teleports. 

The energy consumption of teleporting was low, but the energy inside his body still decreased quite a lot 

after it went on for a very long time. The red dot of light became dim. This time, the EsGod 

doppelganger finally saw a planet. 

A strange planet. 

Looking at it from afar, the planet surface was covered in green and was very lively, as if there were no 

tracks of any manual modification. Yet, the EsGod doppelganger’s detection ability sensed countless 

highly intelligent lives living on the planet surface. 

The most special part of this was that there were thick, long roots growing on the surface of this planet 

that extended all the way to outside the atmosphere and into outer space. The ends of these roots then 

reached into a stable wormhole. 

The EsGod doppelganger focused on it and suddenly realized that he was looking at it upside down. 

These enormous roots did not grow out from the planet but extended out from the wormhole and 

connected to the planet surface This meant that these roots did not grow from the ground but inside 

the wormhole. The planet was the end of these roots. 



Lights of all sorts of colors appeared at the end of these roots and entered the wormhole as if these 

roots were nutrient pipes sucking the energy of this planet. 

Having seen this through the doppelganger, inside the Fallen Ark’s hall, the hooded man on the throne, 

EsGod, opened his eyes. 

“Interesting.” 

Chapter 705 – Transfer 

In the Seoul Star Cluster was a Klent military fortress planet that supposedly repaired and manufactured 

battleships, but in reality, this was the headquarters of the Klent Confidential Strategy Department. The 

Confidential Strategy Department was Klent’s secret department that executed missions that were not 

exactly suitable to be made known to the public. 

Those sensitive operations such as funding DarkStar, contacting the Fallen Ark, and the like were the 

Confidential Strategy Department’s job. 

The authority level of the Confidential Strategy Department was extremely high. Even its internal 

members were just allowed to access information about their own mission and not the data of the other 

operations from the database. The garrison on this planet was not just for disguise but also to prevent 

the Confidential Strategy Department members from betraying and leaking the secrets. 

The secret war was run by the Bloodshed Land, which did not take commands from Klent. Although 

Klent did not interfere with the war on the surface, without the Bloodshed Land knowing, they carried 

out secret missions to influence the secret war privately. 

Sending the DarkStar leader to take the EsGod doppelganger and banish Black Star was their plan. They 

thought that it would almost definitely be successful, but they received information that they had lost 

contact with the DarkStar leader and were shocked. Regretful, they quickly hosted a meeting to discuss 

how to deal with it. 
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“The banishment mission failed. The worst outcome is that the DarkStar guy fell into Black Star’s hands 

and exposed his relationship with us. We must immediately erase any traces of us ever having contact 

with DarkStar.” 

“Black Star might not be able to find out the truth. We have already instructed the DarkStar guy that no 

matter what situation he gets caught in, he has to take full responsibility, saying that everything was his 

plan, his alone, and that no one was behind him. He won’t rat Klent out; he knows the consequences.” 

“We can’t rely on luck. We have to prepare for the worst. Black Star is very alert and skeptical. He will 

connect the DarkStar guy and the EsGod doppelganger to us. Furthermore, it’s not the first time he’s 

used us as the scapegoat. Even if the DarkStar guy doesn’t say anything, he can still fabricate a verbal 

confession to make us take the blame. I know him too well!” 

“Yes, there’s a very high chance that Black Star will do this. He doesn’t have any morals and is a 

dangerous man who will do anything to achieve his goal. We must let the Foreign Affairs Department 

people insist on this being a slanderous act.” 
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“One more thing, temporarily stop all assassination attempts on Black Star. The success rate is way too 

low. Even the EsGod doppelganger wasn’t able to get rid of him. Without a Beyond Grade A, Black Star 

will probably be impossible to deal with. Also, after this, Black Star will definitely be more careful. It will 

be very difficult to find a chance like this again. 

The people quickly decided on the report and handed it to the superior. This attack failed, but there was 

no point in them feeling regretful. All they could do was their best at recovering the situation. 

Who would have thought that even EsGod could not get rid of Black Star! 

On Godora’s mother planet, Serbia the Fifth was finalizing some files. This time, his private 

communicator received a communication request. 

Serbia the Fifth took a look, and his eyes sparkled it was from Black Star. 

Only very important people could contact him through his private communicator, and Han Xiao was one 

of them. 

“Your Excellency Black Star, what is it?” Serbia the Fifth cut to the chase. He had to deal with tons of 

issues every day, so he did not think that Black Star would call him just to chat. 

“I caught the DarkStar leader. I plan to hand him over to you guys, but I need to see you personally,” 

Han Xiao said. 

Stunned, Serbia the Fifth suddenly stood up and exclaimed, “You caught him?” 
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The DarkStar leader, who had escaped, had always been an issue in his mind. Every day, he worried 

about DarkStar rising again. He did not expect Han Xiao to suddenly bring him such a huge surprise. 

About ten days later, Han Xiao returned to the Black Star Army’s headquarters in the Garton Star 

System. Harrofal left halfway and went back to report what had happened back at the observation 

station. 

At this time, the large dock of the Black Star Army’s headquarters was filled with throngs of people. 

Serbia the Fifth had been waiting with his guards, and beside him was a Purple Crystal emissary. 

Countless reporters surrounded them from outside the guards and kept taking photos, and further away 

were the rubbernecking mercenaries who heard about the news. 

The reporters chatted among themselves. 

“Purple Crystal and Godora are welcoming Black Star together. What does this mean? Why did the 

people above tell us to come here? Is there some big news?” 

“Who knows? I heard that this is a press conference invitation announced by Purple Crystal. Although 

they did not state the reason, who’d dare reject it? There is definitely something important to be 

announced that will make our trip worth it.” 



All the reporters there were invited, and they did not know what they had to report, but no one would 

reject Purple Crystal. 

Furthermore, the location was at the Black Star Army’s headquarters. They had a feeling that as long as 

Black Star was involved, it would definitely be newsworthy. Therefore, although they knew nothing, they 

were passionate and curious about what was going to happen. 

Inviting the reporters was Han Xiao’s request. He planned to make the handover of the DarkStar leader 

sensational news in order to increase his influence. Also, this would make the scapegoating more 

effective. After contacting Godora, he had contacted Purple Crystal. 

Purple Crystal had been shocked by the information about EsGod doppelganger, only to feel relieved 

when they saw that Han Xiao was okay. 

After hearing Han Xiao’s plan, Purple Crystal had immediately agreed. They fully supported any plan to 

cause problems for Klent. Hence, they had invited various galactical media outlets to attend the 

handover ceremony of the DarkStar leader. Only, they wanted to create some suspense, so they did not 

tell them what was this about. 

Han Xiao’s spaceship stopped at the dock, attracting everyone’s attention. They subconsciously held 

their breath, and the place became silent. 

Under the attention of everyone present, the hatch opened, and Han Xiao walked out. Only then did the 

blaring noise come back. 

Serbia the Fifth and the Purple Crystal emissary quickly approached to welcome and talk to Han Xiao. 

The reporters started to video everything. 

Brock was mixed in the crowd. His eyes kept looking over to Serbia the Fifth. As a DarkStar spy, he 

suppressed his hatred for the current highest leader of Godora so that others would not notice. 

Han Xiao and Serbia the Fifth spoke a few words. Then, they looked around at the reporters and smiled. 

“Let’s get down to business.” 

Han Xiao turned around and looked at the hatch. Two Oathkeepers escorted the unkempt DarkStar 

leader out. 

Everyone looked at the DarkStar leader. Confusion, perplexity, and similar emotions appeared in their 

eyes—most of them did not recognize the DarkStar leader. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

This time, Serbia the Fifth spoke at just the right time and loudly announced, “This man is the DarkStar 

leader who has been on the run for years. Godora has spent a huge amount of effort but never managed 

to catch this evil man. This time, thanks to His Excellency Black Star’s help, this criminal has been 

captured. On behalf of Godora, we sincerely thank you!” 

Then, he bowed slightly toward Han Xiao. 



As the highest leader of a civilization, he represented the entire civilization in showing gratitude to Han 

Xiao. This instantly sparked shock among the crowd! 

“That’s the DarkStar leader?” 

“So, today is about the handover of this fugitive. No wonder we were invited to report it.” 

Serbia the Fifth continued. “The DarkStar organization has been a menace to Godora for a very long 

time, causing the deaths of many civilians. We will have a public trial for this evil monster, giving justice 

to all the people of Godora. I hereby announce, the DarkStar organization is no more!” 

There were some Godorans among the crowd, and they started cheering loudly. 

Brock, however, was stunned. He looked at the unkempt DarkStar leader blankly. His legs turned 

wobbly, and he almost fell. His entire body shivered, unable to believe what was happening right before 

his eyes. 

He had been waiting for the DarkStar leader to contact him, waiting to advise the leader not to mess 

with Black Star. But never would he have thought, when the leader finally appeared for the first time 

after so many years, he had already become Black Star’s captive. 

Then what was the point of me hiding in the Black Star Army? 

Everything is wasted! 

As if struck by lightning, Brock was petrified and bewildered. 

The galactic reporters were elated. Godora’s highest leader personally announcing the end of the 

DarkStar meant that Godora had completely eliminated their archenemy. It was indeed big news. 

However, they did not know that this was just an appetizer. There was more shocking news afterward. 

“Me meeting the DarkStar leader wasn’t an accident. Everyone, please watch,” Han Xiao said as 

nanoparticles turned into a tiny hovering sphere above his palm and generated a projection in the air. 

Everyone looked over. It was the video of the battle between Han Xiao and the DarkStar leader. 

The tactical analyzer of the mechanical suit had recorded the entire battle. Han Xiao felt that the video 

would be more effective than words, so he played it. 

Everyone was shocked as they saw the DarkStar leader summon the EsGod doppelganger in the video. 

This time, Han Xiao spoke. “According to the data, the creature that the DarkStar leader summoned was 

the Lord of Fallen Ark’s doppelganger.” 

Fallen Ark! 

Every Star Field knew about this organization. DarkStar was connected to this extremely notorious 

organization? 

Everyone was dumbfounded. 

Suddenly, many reporters realized something. Stunned, they looked at Han Xiao. 



Black Star was assaulted, yet he was standing right there unharmed. Did that not mean that Black Star 

had survived the attack of a Beyond Grade A? 

Having noticed this, the entire place became silent. Countless eyes filled with shock focused on Han 

Xiao. 

Although Han Xiao being a Beyond Grade A seed had become known by everyone in the Shattered Star 

Ring over the past few years, everyone knew that he was not really a Beyond Grade A yet. He was still 

extremely far from Beyond Grade As such as the Tyrant and Dragon Emperor. 

Every organization only acknowledged how dominant Black Star was among the Calamity Grades and his 

future potential, but no one felt that Black Star could be viewed on the same level as those actual 

Beyond Grade As. 

Now, however, Han Xiao had played a video of him fighting with a Beyond Grade A and surviving! 

The reporters present were shaking with excitement as they quickly videoed the video that Han Xiao 

was playing. The Black Star Army members that had gone to rubberneck were also thrilled—the stronger 

their leader was, the brighter they felt their future would be. 

Han Xiao did not play the complete video. He cut out the trip to the wormhole at the end and some 

parts showing his key abilities, but this was more than enough to boost his reputation. 

Seeing the reporters’ faces were filled with excitement, and Han Xiao gave a look to the Purple Crystal 

emissary. 

Understanding what Han Xiao meant, the Purple Crystal emissary took a step forward and said, 

“According to our investigation, we have discovered that the DarkStar leader was not acting on his own, 

and there were people behind him. Through our thorough investigation, we have discovered that Klent 

has been in contact with DarkStar secretly since long ago. We suspect that Klent might have been 

supporting DarkStar secretly to disrupt the safety of the Colton Star Cluster. Hence, on behalf of Purple 

Crystal, I announce that Purple Crystal will get involved in this matter. We will be holding the trial on the 

DarkStar leader together with Godora!” 

The entire place was in an uproar! 

The galactic reporters were not even excited anymore but completely stunned. This last piece of news 

was much more sensational than the previous two! 

If what Purple Crystal said was true, this meant that Klent had been funding DarkStar to destroy 

civilizations all along. Furthermore, Klent would also be suspected of having contact with the Fallen Ark! 

That was a taboo within the three Universal Civilizations! 

Who would have thought that the DarkStar being caught would expose so much information! 

At this moment, those reporters knew that this story would definitely cause a sensation in the entire 

Star Field! 

Klent was going to suffer heavily! 



 Chapter 706 – I’ve Become Black Star’s Shape 

The three pieces of news were each more sensational than the last. Many galactic reporters were dizzy. 

Han Xiao smiled. He had achieved his goal. 

He had used the DarkStar leader to gain some Faction Contribution Points, used his new combat record 

to gain reputation, and then made Klent a scapegoat again… no, this time, they were really responsible 

for it. 

Looking around at the shocked reporters, Han Xiao nodded with approval. 

“With these public opinion channels, in less than an hour, the Shock Department should already be 

coming online.” 

Han Xiao, Godora, and Purple Crystal finished announcing the news and proceeded with the handover. 

Han Xiao officially passed the DarkStar leader to the people that Serbia the Fifth had brought along. A 

chain of notifications popped up on his interface. His Godora Favorability had already reached its 

maximum and had no space to even grow any more. His relationship with them had been fixed at 

[Reverence) since a few years back when he received the Golden Gal Badge. 
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The Favorability with Serbia the Fifth, however, was very close to the upper limit. Han Xiao felt that 

Serbia the Fifth looked at him with praise, trust, appreciation, and many other positive emotions. 

As Han Xiao expected, he received something in terms of Legendary Points as well; however, it was not a 

new Legendary Point but the upgrade of an old one. The original Star System level (DarkStar Destroyer) 

had now become Star Cluster level, giving much higher bonuses to all kinds of Mission Reward Quotas. 

Mission Reward Quotas had always been very important. This was a function of the NPC Interface that 

would not use his own Experience. Han Xiao had always been using the quota to give out rewards to the 

players and later earning those rewards back through various methods. 

In Version 2.0, however, Han Xiao’s Faction Reward Quota had been too low. At that time, the size of 

the Black Star Army had yet to reach seven digits, and its territory was also limited to Godora’s land. 
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It was different now. In only three years, the Black Star Army had expanded dozens of times, Han Xiao’s 

Faction Reward Quota had also increased tremendously. If this growth speed continued to the start of 

Version 3.0, not to mention one million players, he would even be able to afford three million players. 

Version 3.0 also happened to be the exploding stage of player count in his previous life. 

Han Xiao had always felt that the Reward Quota was an overall evaluation of himself. The stronger he 

and his faction were, the higher his Reward Quota. It was somewhat like an evaluation to his overall 

influence. 

The handover ceremony was brief. Han Xiao invited Serbia the Fifth into a private room. The two of 

them left the dock, and the press conference thus came to an end. The galactic reporters were very 



satisfied with what they got and felt that this trip was more than worth it. The crowd gradually 

dissipated. 

Spiritless, Brock followed the crowd without a destination like a walking corpse. 

The DarkStar leader was the last hope of the organization. Seeing that the leader had been captured, 

Brock knew that it was the end of the organization. He became lost. 

The calling to hide for the sake of DarkStar’s rise was his direction in life, his motivation to work hard. 

Now, the organization that he had been fighting for had been destroyed, so Brock did not know what he 

would do in the future. He had lost his purpose. 

Maybe the leader’s goal should be inherited by me. The hybrid Godorans’ future… shall be my 

responsibility! 

Brock’s heart suddenly started burning. He felt like he seemed to have found a new purpose in life. 
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His numb eyes started to become vibrant, and a firm expression appeared on Brock’s face. 

That’s right. I’m the last DarkStar member. As long as I’m still alive, it… 

Before he fully regained his faith, Herlous happened to be walking toward him and spotted him. He 

recognized this motivated employee who was praised by the entire army, so he said, “Brock, the army is 

going to promote a batch of trainees. Quickly set up a large test for the training camp. All those who 

pass will become official members.” 

“Understood!” Brock’s brain had yet to react, but his body moved out of instinct. He subconsciously 

stood straight and listened to the order. 

After Herlous left, Brock returned from his beautiful dream to the cold reality. His back that only stayed 

straight for a few seconds bent again, giving off a lifeless vibe from all over his body. 

Inheriting DarkStar’s mission isn’t bad, but Godora isn’t the same as it was. They’re under the Black Star 

Army’s protection. 

Having thought of that, Brock’s ambition and aspirations suddenly disappeared. 

Sigh, why revolutionize anymore? I’m not tired of living yet… I’m already Black Star’s shape anyway. 

Might as well just continue my work… 

Maybe this is all fate. 

Brock sighed. He was determined… to resign to his fate. 

Inside the private guest room, Han Xiao and Serbia the Fifth sat opposite each other. 

“Your Excellency Black Star, you have really given me a huge surprise. Without its leader, DarkStar is 

gone forever. The pureblood and hybrid conflict within the nation will be reduced as well.” 

Serbia the Fifth spoke in a respectful and sincere tone. Han Xiao’s position in the Shattered Star Ring was 

now completely different from before; even he did not want to be too casual. 



Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

Han Xiao nodded. “I have eliminated a serious problem for you guys, so I have a small request. I hope 

that during the trial, you guys can support the Purple Crystal’s people as much as possible. This is a good 

opportunity to damage Klent politically. Although the secret war has nothing to do with you, I still hope 

that you can cooperate.” 

“Of course. That’s what we should do!” Even if Han Xiao did not request this, Serbia the Fifth would also 

give Purple Crystal support. After all, Purple Crystal was their boss. 

“Hmm, I actually have one more important matter.” Han Xiao touched his chin. “The news of DarkStar 

being eliminated can somewhat reduce the internal conflict between Godorans, but it won’t solve the 

root of the problem. The conflict between pureblood and hybrid won’t be resolved because of this. 

There will be extremists who inherit DarkStar’s will in the future.” 

Serbia the Fifth sighed. “I know that, but the sense of superiority born from blood is an illness much 

more difficult to eradicate than the system. This is a tradition that has been passed on through countless 

years. So many leaders in history were unable to solve this problem. All they could do was alleviate the 

symptoms, not cure it.” 

“That might not be the case.” Han Xiao smiled faintly. “I have a solution that might reduce your 

bloodline conflict even further. Are you interested?” 

“You have a solution?” Serbia the Fifth was skeptical. “Of course, I’m interested, but this isn’t a problem 

that can be solved easily.” 

“Hehe. So, I made a friend recently. Her name is Rossellin…” 

Han Xiao explained Rossellin’s experience and abilities. Although he was subtle, Serbia the Fifth 

understood what Han Xiao meant between the lines—he was suggesting using Rossellin’s ability to 

slightly brainwash the Godoran populace and twist their views. Rossellin was an extremely good tool to 

be used against deep rooted traditions. 

Serbia the Fifth opened his mouth wide and looked at Han Xiao with shock, unable to believe how daring 

his suggestion was—he was basically telling the leader of a civilization, “I want to brainwash your entire 

civilization.” 

As the highest leader, such an outrageous request almost did not require any consideration. Serbia the 

Fifth was just about to reject it when he suddenly thought of something. He then shut his mouth and 

started pondering. 

Although brainwashing the entire civilization was outrageous and sensitive, it did indeed seem to be 

able to quickly solve the deeply rooted bloodline conflict. Serbia the Fifth was both tempted and in 

denial. By regular means, the bloodline conflict might never be eliminated. But with this extreme 

method, if something went wrong, it would be a huge shock to all Godorans. 

If anyone else had made this request, Serbia the Fifth would have rejected them without hesitation. But 

the person that made this request was Black Star, who he deeply trusted, which was why Serbia the 

Fifth did not reject immediately and was conflicted. 



“That’s too risky…” 

“Do you not trust me?” Han Xiao raised his brows. “How about this? We can request the Purple Crystal 

Civilization to be the private notary, to prevent the possibility of me having any ulterior motives.” 

“But can you ensure that Rossellin won’t mess things up on purpose?” 

“From what I know about her, she won’t.” Han Xiao shook his head. 

(Bloodline) was the only Grade S mission in his interface. Initially, he did not have any clue on how to 

complete it, but now that he had Rossellin, he had a way to complete it that was worth a try despite 

being controversial. 

Discussing the issue with Serbia The Fifth directly was a must. If he brainwashed a Star System 

Civilization protected by the Peace Treaty, the consequences would be very clear for him. It was not a 

must for Han Xiao to complete this mission, so he would only carry out this plan if he received official 

approval. Furthermore, brainwashing openly would be much more efficient than secretly. 

Seeing that Serbia the Fifth was still hesitating, Han Xiao added, “I know what you’re worried about. 

Despite being the leader of a civilization, you’re helping an outsider brainwash your own people. Even 

though your goal is virtuous, this act is very sensitive, and it’s against your duty. However, you don’t 

have to make the brainwash compulsory or anything; you can give the Godorans the right to make a 

choice.” 

Serbia the Fifth pondered. He was indeed worried about this. 

“You can directly announce this to all your people. Of course, don’t use the word ‘brainwash’; make it 

sound better, such as maybe ‘enhancing the people’s belief of equality’ and the like. Emphasize on the 

fact that it’s to solve the bloodline conflict and reduce the chance of bad things happening. 

“Then, introduce all kinds of related benefits, such as those who accepted the brainwash will have new 

privileges, and those who don’t will have to pay more taxes. You can also make the bloodline conflict 

into a new problem, using the public opinion to your advantage and promoting how those who don’t 

dare accept the brainwashing are stubborn and conservative. You can even re-plan the layout of your 

planets, forcing those who don’t accept the brainwash to live together, building a spiritual slum, and so 

on. Anyway, there are tons of methods. You’re a professional leader, so you should know much more 

than me.” 

Han Xiao kept tempting Serbia the Fifth. In his eyes, he just could not reject him. This man’s suggestion 

was too damn good. 

Like his many predecessors, if Serbia the Fifth could not solve the bloodline conflict, no one would blame 

him. 

However, he also saw an opportunity. If he accomplished something that his countless predecessors 

failed to do, his name would go down in history as one of the wisest leaders. It would be an 

achievement that no one had ever made! 

Serbia the Fifth clenched his teeth. “Le-Let me go back and consider this. This is too big a matter. I can’t 

make a decision now.” 



 “Of course.” Han Xiao smiled. 

He did not expect to convince Serbia the Fifth this quickly. Even if he lured Serbia the Fifth’s personal 

desire out, he would not dare bet the entire civilization on it. He definitely had to gather the other 

relevant officials to brainstorm. He would not agree to it without thorough consideration. 

Sending off the troubled Serbia the Fifth, without resting, Han Xiao headed right to the machinery 

modification room and started to build. 

“After slaving for the silver legacy blueprint for so long, I can finally reap the reward!” 

Having obtained the ability to complete the Class Advancement mission, Han Xiao did not want to delay 

it any further. It was time for his Class Advancement. 

 Chapter 707 – Planetary Obliteration Grade Weapon and Apostilization 

The framework of the semi-finished Ice Age Star Freezing Cannon was two stories tall. Accompanied by 

the buzzing of electric currents and the clanking of the mechanical parts, it was slowly getting finished. 

Dozens of mechanical arms moved and assembled the parts. Two Watcher Instruments took care of the 

welding, while waves formed by nanorobots flowed around the framework, finishing up the details. Blue 

Mechanical Force lightning chains connected those machines, building the Ice Age Star Freezing Cannon 

under Han Xiao’s control. 

Han Xiao stood below the Ice Age Star Freezing Cannon, continuously adjusting the details and carefully 

building this enormous cannon. In order to build orange-grade equipment, he was fully focused. He had 

activated Reynold’s Character Summon Card long ago and received the Perfect Mechanical Sense 

bonuses. 

The effects of [Perfect Mechanical Sense) were apparent. The strength, control, and range of his 

Mechanical Force all increased tremendously. He became more sensitive to his Mechanical Force and 

controlled them as smoothly and accurately like an extra limb. Through this, he also gained a deeper 

understanding of the Perfect Mechanical Sense talent. 

Other than these numerical bonuses, Perfect Mechanical Sense had another hidden effect, as written in 

the remarks, “In your senses, every machine is a world of ecological balance.” 
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The term ‘Mechanical Sense’ did not just mean understanding of machines but close to a new sense, 

refreshing his knowledge of machines. As if the machines were no longer just objects, when his 

Mechanical Force flowed through the mechanical structures, he could almost feel a lively sense of touch 

like he was running his fingers down the body of a beautiful woman. Han Xiao’s senses to the machines 

were enlarged countless times, allowing him to easily notice tiny details that he had not been able to 

notice before. 

This hidden effect was the cause of the bonuses this talent gave, and the players who just waited for 

progress bars to fill up were unable to feel this. 

No wonder anyone who had this talent was a Mechanic genius; the Perfect Mechanical Sense was so 

pleasurable… 



Han Xiao wanted it so badly. 
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Be it building machines or combat, [Perfect Mechanical Sense) had a huge effect; it was a god tier talent 

for the Mechanic class. 

Sadly, he could only temporarily enjoy the effects of the (Perfect Mechanical Sense) through the 

Character Summon Card. 

“I have to find a way to get Reynold’s talent in the future.” 

Han Xiao took a deep breath and focused his mind back on building. 

Under the bonuses of Perfect Mechanical Sense, the process was very smooth. He successfully built it in 

less than a day. 

Ice Age Star Freezing Cannon, legacy orange equipment, as powerful as Planetary Obliteration Cannon-

this was currently the highest grade machine that Han Xiao had and the most powerful. 

The two-story-tall enormous cannon retracted part by part and folded into a compressed orb with a 

blue and white appearance. Under the Mechanical Force, it floated above Han Xiao’s 

palm. 

Han Xiao held onto the compressed orb, and the item details popped up on his interface. 
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Ice Age Star Freezing Cannon (Legacy) 

Grade: Orange/Silver 

Type: Planetary Obliteration Grade Annihilation Weapon 

Requirements: Lv180, Mechanic Class, >25,000 Energy, >2,500 INT. 

Basic Attributes: 

– Attack: 14,500 – 48,300 

– Armor Value: 26,000/26,000 

– Energy: 15,000/15,000 

– Power Output: 12,170 

Energy Furnace Forced Cooldown: 360 seconds 

Power Output: Minimum power output consumption: 3,000 energy per attack. Maximum power output 

consumption: 12,000 energy per attack. 

Energy Source: Psionic Reaction Furnace, recovers energy at 25/s. 

Additional Ability: Extreme Frost-Deals 50% extra Frost Damage. 



Additional Ability: Psionic Frost-Turns psionic energy into ice energy. High chance of freezing the target. 

Core Impact Area Frozen Effect Trigger Rate: 80%. Other Impact Area Frozen Effect Trigger Rate: 60%. 

Additional Ability: Expansion Explosion-A second round of explosions will occur after hitting the target, 

creating an impact wave and mushroom cloud. Damage: 75% of the first round. +350% Damage Range. 

Additional Ability: Reaction Furnace Ray-The attack mode can be changed to ray form. Depending on the 

power output, energy cost 60 – 240/s. Two damage ticks per second. Damage: 8% of the initial attack. 

The attack direction can be adjusted. 

Special Ability: Freezing Wind—When the power output of an attack exceeds 6,000 energy 

consumption, changes the environment within 50 miles around the target area. The temperature of the 

area will be reduced to -50 degrees. 

Special Ability: Ice Age-When firing at the maximum power output, changes the environment of the area 

within 200 miles around the target area, freezing this area and turning it into a glacial area. The 

temperature of the area will be reduced to -100 degrees. 

Special Ability: Frozen Star-When the power output of an attack exceeds 6,000 energy consumption and 

(Reaction Furnace Ray) is used for more than 90 seconds, this effect will be triggered. This will cause 

chain reactions and bring the surface of a planet into an Ice Age within one month, destroying the lives 

on the surface. 

Remark: The Ice Elementals are overjoyed and are trying to mate with you. 

Legacy: “According to my investigation, freezing a Fixed Star can indirectly destroy all the civilizations on 

the planets in its orbit.” – Peter ‘Flame Extinguisher’ Drate. 

“A total of seven Additional Abilities and Special Abilities, certainly fits being orange equipment.” 

Han Xiao was very satisfied. The destructive power of the Ice Age Star Freezing Cannon was extremely 

strong. Its theoretical damage could even reach the hundred thousands with his Mechanical Force 

bonuses applied. 

Usually, this kind of enormous cannon would be deployed in outer space to attack from above, and it 

would be difficult to apply Mechanical Force bonuses to it. However, due to his Mechanical Force having 

the (Void) attribute, he could overcome the distance through the Void Dimension and apply Mechanical 

Force bonuses to it. 

This was Han Xiao’s first Planetary Obliteration Grade weapon; it was now his trump card. 

He looked at the interface. The Class Advancement mission was now completed. 

Finally! 

Han Xiao took a deep breath and initiated the Class Advancement with a solemn expression. 

Class Advancement requirements completed! 

You have received a new class, (Apostle Mechanic Lv.1). 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 



+240 Energy, +3 STR, +4 DEX, +5 END, +10 INT. 

You have received 8 Free Attribute Points. 

You have received 1 Potential Point. 

The moment the Class Advancement was completed, a huge amount of information appeared in his 

brain out of nowhere. Han Xiao gained new understandings of machines, and his body started to 

undergo marvelous changes. 

A ton of notifications popped up on the interface. 

You have received the talent (Mechanical Force Ascension-Apostle Body]! 

You have acquired the ability (Apostle Machinery Affinity)! 

You have acquired the ability (Machinery Apostilization)! 

The effect of all your Virtual Technology related abilities and talents has increased by 20% 

It took Han Xiao quite some time to digest the various abilities that he had gained through the Class 

Advancement. Feeling the new power flowing in his body, he was delighted. 

Finally, I’ve reached this milestone. 

Apostle Mechanic was a major milestone for high-level Mechanics. As the saying went, ‘the end of 

technology is the study of God’. The reason for such a ‘God’-related term, ‘Apostle’, was because the 

path of the Mechanic class was gradually stepping into the ‘study of God’ territory in the eyes of 

common people. 

The knowledge that he had learned did not change, but the way of using that knowledge had ascended 

to a completely next level. He would have new understandings and new technology that would seem 

like acts of God to normal people. 

The level limit of (Apostle Mechanic] was thirty, five levels higher than (Truth Mechanic). Usually, the 

increase in the level limit of the main class also meant the start of a new stage. 

Unlike all the Mechanic classes before this, the Apostle Mechanic class allowed one to gather great 

powers within oneself, making one strong in every respect. 

[Apostle Machinery Affinity) was, of course, the core talent passed down through the Mechanic class. 

Han Xiao immediately leveled it up to the max level. Its effect was +105% Machinery Affinity, a total of 

30% more than (Master Machinery Affinity) 

The talent (Mechanical Force AscensionApostle Body) and the ability (Machinery Apostilization) were set 

abilities. 

[Machinery Apostilization] allowed him to absorb the energy of machines through the Mechanical Force 

link instead of the other way round, increasing his own attributes and giving him bonuses. 

From the beginning, machines had just been external objects, but Apostilization turned the power of 

these external objects into his own power. Like Mages receiving bonuses by praying to their Gods, 



machines were Mechanics’ God. Through becoming an apostle of the machines, he would receive the 

gifts of these machines. 

The actual effect was easy to understand. For example, if he used ‘Apostilization’ on one mechanical 

suit, the energy of this mechanical suit would be turned into his own energy through the Mechanical 

Force link, increasing his Energy Rank; giving him dozens points of Endurance, Strength, and Dexterity 

bonuses as well as a part of the mechanical suit’s bonus effects. 

At the same time, by using the mechanical suit’s energy furnace, he would be able to use the abilities of 

the mechanical suit without wearing it. 

Any machinery could be ‘Apostilized’, and different machines would provide different bonuses. 

‘Apostilization’ would also put a burden on the machines, depending on each machine’s level. 

(Mechanical Force Ascension-Apostle Body] was an ability that worked together with this. It would turn 

his body into an Apostle Body through Mechanical Force so that he could use the energy of the 

machines. This was the prerequisite for [Machinery Apostilization) to take effect. 

At the same time, this talent determined the number of ‘Apostilized’ machines that his body could 

endure. The Judgment depended on the total of Intelligence and Endurance. The burden that a machine 

could bear depended on its Power Level. The stronger the machine, the higher the burden it would be 

able to bear. 

For every ‘Apostilized’ machine, the health point limit would decrease temporarily by 2,500, which 

would be lifted once the Apostilization ended. 

These two abilities were the signature abilities of an Apostle Mechanic. Allowing one to control stronger 

powers through sharing the energy of the machines. The players in Han Xiao’s previous life did some 

research, and they believed that the ability to gather external powers into oneself was one of the 

prerequisites of stepping toward Beyond Grade A. 

The other four classes would also gain similar abilities at this stage, as if they were starting to evolve into 

a higher level being. The players believed that this was proof that Beyond Grade As were new, high-level 

beings. 

To the players, the appearance of Apostilization was very simple; it was basically similar to putting 

machines into their inventory to receive the bonuses. Han Xiao, however, had real senses, so he had no 

idea how it would feel. 

True knowledge was gained from experimenting. Han Xiao decided to directly test the effects of 

Apostilization. He held the compressed orb of the Ice Age Star Freezing Cannon in his hands, and 

Mechanical Force lightning shrouded and entered the compressed orb, activating Apostilization. 

The next moment, Han Xiao’s expression slightly changed. The Mechanical Force seemed to have 

become straws that absorbed the energy of the Ice Age Star Freezing Cannon. An enormous wave of 

violent psionic energy entered his body through the Mechanical Force link! 

Originally, he could only control the energy generated by his cells. Now, the psionic energy had mixed 

with the Mechanical Force inside his body and become controllable as well. 



The compressed orb was buzzing and vibrating. The surface of the orb was filled with blue energy 

circuits. 

You have Apostilized [Ice Age Star Freezing Cannon). Your load has increased by 379 points. 

Your health point limit has decreased by 2,500 temporarily. 

+78 STR, +43 DEX, +35 END. 

You can now release energy attacks from your body or consume the Ice Age Star Freezing Cannon’s 

energy to recover your own energy. 

You have received an Additional Ability. Your attacks will enjoy the bonuses of (Extreme Frost), dealing 

50% extra Frost Damage. 

You have received an Additional Ability. Your attacks will enjoy the bonuses of (Psionic Frost). You have 

a chance to freeze the target. 

Han Xiao raised and shook his other hand. A blue lump of psionic energy appeared on his palm. 

With just a thought, the attribute of this lump of psionic energy started to change and turned into a blue 

and white frost energy lump. He raised his hand and launched it. A white beam of light landed on the 

weapon testing alloy wall not far away. 

Boom! 

The moment it hit, the white light expanded and turned the alloy wall into frozen pieces scattered on 

the ground in an instant. 

Han Xiao looked at the interface. His own energy had close to no loss, and the energy of the Ice Age Star 

Freezing Cannon decreased by a bar. 

Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled, and he got quite a few new ideas. 

By using Apostilization together with his various abilities, it might have surprising effects. 

For example, he could absorb the machinery’s energy to recover his own energy, which meant that he 

did not have to get damaged to recover health. 

Or he could use his Mechanical Force to connect with the machines from far away, so he could use 

Apostilization remotely without having to summon his machines. 

“It’s a very powerful ability. It helps with the Mechanic’s flaw of having a very weak body.” 

Han Xiao was delighted. His body was already extremely strong, but this ability was still a huge 

enhancement! 

Chapter 708 – Spending Money Brings Me Joy 

After testing all his new skills, Han Xiao was extremely satisfied. 

The load of his machinery was 100 + X. 100 was the basic load that it could take, and X was 3% of a 

machine’s Power Level. Han Xiao was able to obtain more than 1,000 Attribute Points from the 



Machinery Apostilization skill, which would be spread out evenly among his Strength, Dexterity, and 

Endurance. 

As long as he could think of a way to increase his Intelligence and Endurance, the upper limit of the load 

that he could take would also increase. 

Han Xiao had just received the (Machinery Apostilization) skill, and when his level increased, the effect 

of this skill would also become more obvious. Han Xiao wanted to take the path of the Army Style, and 

the boost from the Machinery Apostilization skill would provide him with a new Support Style, allowing 

his body to become stronger. He would no longer have to walk the path of getting beaten up in the 

future. 

Opening his interface, Han Xiao first raised the levels of his two new skills to the max and received two 

Potential Points. He then used his experience points to level up. 
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At this moment, Han Xiao was level 195, and after leveling up five times, he reached level 200. 

The amount of experience required to level up became greater and greater toward the end, and his 

large stash of experience points was rapidly being used up. He did not have much experience left from 

Version 2.0. 

[Apostle Mechanic] was raised to level five, and the level limit was thirty. This would last him to level 

225. 

Han Xiao pondered to himself about his future plans. Because he had spent a large amount of 

experience gambling for blueprints and raising the level of his skills, the remaining experience was only 

enough to bring him to level 206. At that point, the experience that he had saved up would be 

completely spent. 
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If he wanted to increase his level quickly after this, he could only wait until Version 3.0. 

Now that he was at level 200, he would have to face a new Promotion Mission. After glancing at the 

Promotion Mission, Han Xiao had a helpless look on his face. This time, he would have no choice but to 

use a Mission Completion Card. 

Han Xiao’s Promotion Mission was an ordinary mission this time, but it was one that Han Xiao could not 

complete. It required him to clear a high-grade dungeon within ten levels from him with a rating of 

Grade A. 

To the players, they would be able to obtain such a level only at the later versions. At that time, they 

would have gone through many different Main Storyline Missions and resolved many troublesome 

storylines. Thus, high-grade dungeons would basically be in surplus. However, it had not even reached 

Version 3.0, and unless he could create a dungeon of his own, it would be extremely difficult for him to 

find a high-grade dungeon. 



Most importantly, Han Xiao had never used Dungeon Crystals, and it would thus be impossible for him 

to challenge a dungeon. His only other option was to use a Mission Completion Card. One of the usages 

of the Mission Completion Card was to help players skip these difficult but compulsory missions. 

“Talking about a Mission Completion Card…” In the past three years, Han Xiao had received a few 

Random Rewards from the various missions that he had completed. However, he had never used them 

in order to save them for a rainy day such as this. As such, there were two chances for him to roll a 

Random Reward on the interface. 

Thankfully, it seemed like the Grade S mission (Bloodline) had a chance of being completed, and there 

would definitely be the chance to roll a Random Reward. Furthermore, the Random Reward of a Grade S 

mission would definitely give him more choices. 

“Compared to Version 2.0, my strength and the scale of the Black Star Army have completely 

transformed. When the players return, I will be able to harvest a new round of experience. Before that, I 

must use the remaining seven years to accumulate a few Mission Completion Cards. When I get enough 

experience, I will be able to increase my level rapidly.” 

Han Xiao decided on his plan. 
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After packing up his new equipment, Han Xiao left the Machine Modification Room and went to his 

office. He then summoned Rossellin and Reynold. 

When both of them entered, Han Xiao went straight to the main point. 

“Rossellin, what do you think about the Black Star Army?” 

“How so?” Rossellin asked. 

“You just need to tell me your overall feeling.” 

“You want me to praise you, right?” Rossellin rolled her eyes before adding on with a tone of 

helplessness, “Alright then. Even though I am an extremely picky person, I have to admit that I do 

admire you. I underestimated you when I first saw you and never thought that you would be a legendary 

character.” 

After being locked up for so many years, Rossellin did not know about the changes in the outside world. 

She had only started looking through what happened over the past few years in the Shattered Star Ring 

after returning to the Black Star Army base with Reynold. Only then did she understand the position of 

the Black Star Army in the Shattered Star Ring and everything that they had accomplished. 

After looking through the accomplishments of the Black Star Army, her first reaction was to suspect that 

the documents in her hands had been falsified. 

What shocked her the most was not the size of the Black Star Army but the speed at which they grew. 

After all, the Black Star Army had only been around for about a decade. 

Black Star had only taken ten years to grow from a Grade C Super to become a Beyond Grade A Super 

seed. Furthermore, he had survived a battle with an actual Beyond Grade A Super! 



In the past ten years, the Black Star Army that he led had become the largest armed force in the Colton 

Star Cluster with the Purple Crystal Civilization as their backing and their bases all around dozens of Star 

Systems! 

This was an unbelievable miracle. 

Rossellin had never imagined that Han Xiao was actually such a bigshot. 

After seeing those files, she was truly filled with admiration toward Han Xiao but was too embarrassed 

to show it on the surface. 

Upon hearing that, Han Xiao said, “Hmm, I would like to ask you for help and be a temporary officer of 

the Black Star Army.” 

A teasing look could be seen on Rossellin’s face. “You also want to make use of my ability?” 

“More accurately, it should be a mutually beneficial agreement. You are a special talent, and I am willing 

to give you appropriate compensation.” 

“What if I don’t agree?” 

“Don’t worry, I said that you will have a certain degree of freedom, and I will not force you like the Hutt 

Civilization. You can choose to reject me.” 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

The corner of Han Xiao’s lips curled up slightly, and he continued. “However, even if you have the 

ambition and want to accomplish something, you won’t be able to do that without money. Furthermore, 

I will give you attractive compensation that will allow you to build up your capital.” 

“With my ability,” Rossellin replied, “it would be an easy task for me to accumulate capital. Why do I 

have to help you?” 

Han Xiao chuckled in response. “Don’t forget that you have a criminal record. Since I bailed you out, I 

will not allow you to run around freely and do as you wish. If you do, you will become a wanted criminal. 

Thus, working for me temporarily is the best opportunity for you to earn money.” 

“Humph, you are bundling both threats and benefits. Do you think that I will definitely agree to your 

request?” Rossellin snorted. “I like to deal with those who overestimate themselves the most!” 

“Actually, it is possible to remove your criminal record entirely…” 

“What do you want me to do?” Rossellin took a step forward without any hesitation and hugged Han 

Xiao’s arm with a fawning look on her face. 

As Reynold looked at the fawning Rossellin, he was completely speechless. 

He had talked to Rossellin privately and knew that Rossellin was willing to stay behind and help. 

However, she just could not put aside her face to do so. Now that Black Star had taken the initiative to 

mention this, it gave her the opportunity to accept it. 



Han Xiao was also certain that Rossellin would not reject him. The eighty Favorability points that he had 

with Rossellin were not just for show. When facing Rossellin’s venomous tongue, he also knew how to 

deal with her. As long as he gave Rossellin an excuse, she would definitely agree to his request. 

“You will take up the role of a Culture Instructor and lecture the members of the Black Star Army. You 

will lecture the members of the Black Star Army about our history so that they will understand our Black 

Star Army better and have a greater sense of belonging. You should research the history of the Black 

Star Army and come up with lecture material for it. Find a suitable incision point to set up their faith in 

the Black Star Army. I will check the material after you have prepared it.” 

Han Xiao wiggled his arm out from Rossellin’s embrace as he spoke. 

For his faction to develop healthily, the loyalty and identity of the members had to be developed. This 

would require a culture to be established. Organizations such as Bloodshed Land and Hidden Red Robe 

Abbey each had their own unique culture. 

Han Xiao felt that he did not only have to cultivate a sense of belonging and acknowledgement with the 

players but also the other members of the army. 

Rossellin accepted her job and left the room. Reynold then thanked Han Xiao. 

“Thank you for giving my sister a job…” 

“You are someone of great importance to me. There isn’t a need to say such pleasantries.” 

Han Xiao waved his hand indifferently. 

Even with Reynold’s silent and serious nature, he could not help but feel touched at this moment. 

Having such a boss is truly great. 

After a casual chat, Han Xiao said, “I asked you to help Vilna set up an army about a month ago. How are 

things going?” 

“I mobilized a portion of our resources and funds, amounting to about 70,000,000 Enas, to purchase 

battleships and hire manpower in the name of Floating Dragon,” Reynold replied. “However, a portion 

of them didn’t wish to join Floating Dragon’s Field Team and wanted to join the Black Star Army 

instead.” 

Han Xiao fell into deep thought. 

A wise individual would be able to tell that Black Star Army’s growth was due to Floating Dragon’s 

influence. 

Currently, the Black Star Army was Floating Dragon’s most powerful force. Joining the Black Star Army 

meant that they would enjoy Floating Dragon’s influence as well, and it was akin to killing two birds with 

one stone. Thus, the majority only wanted to join the Black Star Army. 

Furthermore, the rumors of Floating Dragon and the Black Star Army splitting up had been spreading. 

Compared to Floating Dragon, most people felt that the more ambitious Black Star Army had a brighter 

future. 



Even if Han Xiao was not a Beyond Grade A Super yet, the scale of the Black Star Army was larger than 

Floating Dragon. After all, Ames did not work together with any Star Cluster Civilizations and did not 

have as many connections as Black Star. 

“How large a force do you think 70,000,000 Enas should be able to create?” Han Xiao asked. 

“Hmm… it’s difficult to say. According to the current speed at which I am burning through the funds, I 

will be able to finish the funds within half a year, and the army will end up being slightly smaller than the 

large mercenary groups.” 

“It’s too small,” Han Xiao immediately replied. “I will give you three months to finish all the funds and 

invest another 150,000,000 Enas.” 

Reynold was startled. “Would the cost be too high?” 

“It’s alright. I’m not short of money.” 

Han Xiao smiled. Floating Dragon had given him plenty of assistance when he started out, and he did not 

plan to save any money when helping Floating Dragon create another Field Team. Furthermore, he gave 

Jenny a sky-high amount of money every month; he was not bothered about this small amount of 

money. 

The Black Star Army was working together with more than a hundred financial groups and had mines on 

dozens of planets. 

After deducting their monthly expenses, the profits from the mining would be at least 200,000,000 Enas 

every month. 

As long as he had connections in the various governments, earning money was an extremely easy task. 

Of course, his wealth still could not be compared to a Star System Civilization, but it was enough to 

maintain an armed force. 

The word ‘poor’ had been struck from his dictionary. 

Chapter 709 – The Crimson Dynasty: What the Hell, Klent? 

 “By the way, the report on the DarkStar leader is out today. Take a look,” Reynold suddenly said. 

Han Xiao took out his communicator. 

After just one day, the news about the handover of the DarkStar leader was already spreading all over. 

The focus of the reports was on Klent being suspected of having connections with DarkStar and the 

Fallen Ark. 

Klent had prepared for this long ago; they wanted to suppress it when the public discussion had just 

started. Hence, they immediately denied it publicly with a very strong attitude, absolutely refusing to 

admit to anything, and claimed that this was slander completely made up by Purple Crystal. 

“Not admitting it is useless. Purple Crystal definitely have a way to make the DarkStar leader talk.” Han 

Xiao smiled. 
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Klent’s frequent assassination attempts really annoyed him. Now that he had gotten the opportunity, he 

was more than happy to cause trouble for Klent. 

The secret war was at an impasse. Plus, it could not hurt Klent itself. This DarkStar leader matter, 

however, would be able to hurt Klent politically. 

… 

For the next month, Han Xiao waited for Serbia the Fifth’s reply while paying attention to the DarkStar 

leader incident as it developed. Purple Crystal was determined to blow up this incident, to attract the 

attention of organizations from everywhere and cause a sensation in the Star Field. 
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There was no absolute definition on how serious the crime of funding DarkStar and working with Fallen 

Ark was. If it was not exposed, no one would even care. The development of things like this really 

depended on the environment at the time. However, it was now a sensitive period during the Crimson 

Tide, and Klent had shown a weakness. The other Star Cluster civilizations in the Shattered Star Ring 

were like sharks that had smelled blood, all wanting to make use of this opportunity to bite a piece of 

meat off Klent and damage their political power. 

Klent’s ambition to expand had always made many uninvolved Star Cluster civilizations feel alarmed. Not 

only did this b*stard join the Crimson Dynasty to target the Flickering World, Klent also did not want to 

give up their position in the Shattered Star Ring. They wanted to rule two entire Star Fields. Their 

appetite was outrageous. 

Hence, these Star Cluster civilizations hoped to weaken Klent’s political position in the Shattered Star 

Ring so that their plan would not go so smoothly. 

They could not stop Klent from going to the Flickering World in the future, but they could weaken their 

reputation in the Shattered Star Ring. 

You want to develop in two Star Fields at the same time? You don’t look pretty, but you sure dream big! 

As soon as the force of one of them was growing too large, the other civilizations would not mind 

targeting that civilization together. It was both to damage the competitors as well as to protect their 

own benefits. 

Han Xiao’s acts happened to hit Klent where it hurt, giving a great opportunity to the other Star Cluster 

civilizations. Suddenly, Klent was facing a situation where they were being targeted by everyone. This 

caused them a tremendous amount of trouble. 

Klent absolutely hated Han Xiao’s guts; this incident had affected their entire strategy. 

Yet, after so many failed assassination attempts, Klent had no way to deal with Han Xiao. They had no 

choice but to solve this issue from a political perspective. 
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For the last half a month, Purple Crystal and Klent had constantly been fighting verbally. One side was 

strongly accusing, and the other side insisted on admitting nothing. 

To put it simply, this was the situation. 

“You’re ruthless, you’re cold-blooded, and you’re unreasonable!” Klent exclaimed. 

“No, you!” Purple Crystal retorted. 

This kind of conversation kept repeating. 

This incident even affected the Crimson Dynasty. The Crimson Dynasty sent an emissary to head to Klent 

and investigate this thoroughly. 

The Crimson Dynasty was negotiating with the Federation of Light on the rights to the Flickering World. 

At such a crucial moment, Klent happened to get involved in a scandal of them being connected to the 

Fallen Ark. 

That guy was a criminal wanted by all three Universal Civilizations; his identity was extremely sensitive. 

Klent was the Crimson Dynasty’s new henchman, so the scandal affected the Crimson Dynasty and sent 

a free political negotiation chip to the Federation of Light. 

This made the Crimson Dynasty very irritated. Their stance on this was very clear. 

What’s wrong with you, kid! 

Some of that intelligence reached Ralph. He shared the inside information about this incident with Han 

Xiao. On this day, he called Han Xiao once again to speak about this, telling him what had happened. 

“The Crimson Dynasty has interfered. They’ve made an agreement with us on Klent’s behalf. Klent will 

give up a part of their rights in the Shattered Star Ring. In exchange, we have to quickly suppress this 

incident.” 

“Did you agree to that?” Han Xiao was curious. 

“After all, now that a Universal Civilization has interfered to negotiate, we can’t keep pushing. There are 

some civilizations that contacted the Federation of Light in private though, hoping that the Federation of 

Light would speak for us. They probably thought that as the Federation of Light are now fighting for the 

Flickering World, they won’t give up this chance to hurt the Crimson Dynasty. However, for some 

reason, the Federation of Light has not done anything. Thus, we can only stop here.” 

Han Xiao nodded. This was the drawback of being a henchman-the Crimson Dynasty gave up profit on 

Klent’s behalf in order to reduce their own loss. Of course, the Crimson Dynasty was not yet willing to 

lose this chess piece, so they definitely promised Klent something in return. 

Since Klent wanted to be involved in the Flickering World, they could only take the hit and not say 

anything. 

“So, this incident has ended?” 

“Yes, we can’t continue anymore.” 



“What price did Klent pay?” 

“That’s confidential, and I don’t know. The other Star Cluster civilizations will all split the profits that 

Klent has given up.” 

“Then, the secret war…” Han Xiao raised his brows. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

Ralph sighed and said, “Alas, it has to continue. The Crimson Dynasty refuse to speak about anything 

regarding the secret war, and the other Star Cluster civilizations stopped caring after they got the profit 

that Klent gave up. Clearly, they hope that we will continue to fight and harm each other. It is more 

beneficial for them that way.” 

“No friends last forever; only profit does. How realistic.” Han Xiao shook his head with resignation. 

In the original storyline, the Crimson Dynasty would only represent Klent to negotiate at the end of the 

secret war. Now, however, they had no choice but to clean up the mess that Klent had made. This was 

because of him. 

This was something that had not happened before. It would definitely change the direction of the entire 

storyline. 

Han Xiao pondered. He felt that because Klent had bled quite badly, in order to heal up, they might put 

more focus in the secret war and fight more passionately. 

He shared this thought with Ralph, who smiled strangely. 

“Did you know that because of this, Heber has become unhappy with Klent?” 

Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled, and he started to speculate. 

Originally, the Tyrant was Klent’s only Beyond Grade A ally. Since Klent was flirting around with EsGod 

and was caught by Heber in the act, it was like a wife who discovered the mistress. 

Looks like the secret war will be in even more of a stalemate. It should last till the start of Version 3.0. 

Han Xiao was quite satisfied with this result. Creating both internal and external problems for Klent was 

his return gift for Klent’s constant assassination attempts. 

“One more thing, Serbia the Fifth told us that you want to borrow Rossellin’s ability to help Godora clear 

their bloodline conflict.” 

“That’s right.” Han Xiao narrowed his eyes. 

“This matter is a little bit sensitive, so he wanted to invite us to be the notary and carry out this plan 

under Purple Crystal’s name. What do you think?” 

Han Xiao was stunned. Then he figured it out. Serbia the Fifth had made a choice and decided to take his 

suggestion. 

Serbia the Fifth had even found a better excuse of using Purple Crystal’s name to carry out the plan, so it 

would look like it was a higher-level civilization helping Godora. 



As a Star Cluster civilization was involved, the Godoran government would receive much less 

disapproval, and its people would accept it more easily. Many would feel that the higher-level 

civilization was more reliable than their own government. 

Han Xiao thought about it, ended the call, and called Serbia the Fifth. It was picked up right after one 

ring. Clearly, Serbia the Fifth had been waiting 

“Your Excellency Black Star, I plan to use your method, but I hope that this can be done under the Purple 

Crystal Civilization’s name. Maybe we won’t be able to announce that this is your plan.” Serbia the Fifth 

went straight to the point. “But I’m willing to pay a bigger price in private. What do you think?” 

Han Xiao scratched his eyelid and said, “Alright then.” 

His main goal was to settle the (Bloodline) mission, so he did not really care about whether this 

relatively small achievement would be announced or not. 

Serbia the Fifth was relieved. He explained, “That’s great. It’s not that I don’t trust you, but this matter is 

too important. I have to find a gentler method so that the people of Godora will be more willing to 

accept it…” 

Actually, this was just one of the factors. Serbia the Fifth was still not very assured as Han Xiao was not 

an official force after all, so he had pulled the Purple Crystal Civilization in as insurance. Of course, he 

would not voice this reason. 

“Since you agreed, I shall bring Rossellin over to discuss the details.” 

“Okay, I’ll have Nagakin fetch you. Come to our mother planet directly.” 

“… Nagakin again?” Han Xiao suddenly realized that every time he interacted with the Godoran 

Civilization, they seemed to send Nagakin to host him. 

“Er… aren’t you guys friends?” Serbia the Fifth wondered. He threw this unimportant issue aside and 

said, “Anyway, I’ll be waiting for you on our mother planet.” 

Han Xiao nodded and hung up the communication before calling Rossellin. 

“Pack up and get ready, I have a job for you.” 

A few days later, on the mother planet of Godora, a spaceship landed on the military dock. Han Xiao and 

Rossellin walked out of the hatch with Nagakin leading the way. 

They took the hovering car and arrived at the government affairs building. Han Xiao and Rossellin went 

straight to Serbia the Fifth’s office. 

“You’re finally here.” Serbia the Fifth had been waiting for quite some time. He quickly stood up and 

welcomed Han Xiao. 

After a few greetings, they sat down. Serbia the Fifth sized Rossellin up from time to time. 

At this point, Rossellin showed the look of the pope that she had once been-noble and elegant with calm 

eyes. Serbia the Fifth could not figure her out. He only felt that this woman had a vibe of being someone 

very important and not simple. 



The two sides had worked together for many years and were very familiar with each other, so Han Xiao 

directly asked, “Cut to the chase, what plan do you have?” 

With his position now, a Star System civilization was not as important as before. He planned to quickly 

settle the (Bloodline) mission and get the Grade S mission reward. 

He still had some time before his holiday ended. Plus, Klent was troubled by internal conflicts, so he was 

not needed in the war for the time being. He did not want to spend too much time on (Bloodline]. He 

planned to use the rest of the holiday to do missions and get more Random Rewards. 

It was best to have more Mission Completion Cards in stock before Version 3.0 arrived. 

“Hmm, according to Rossellin’s ability, we have prepared a few plans to choose from…” 

Serbia the Fifth took out a few files and gave them to Han Xiao. 

Chapter 710 Confused DarkStar Leader 

In two minutes, Han Xiao read through Serbia the Fifth’s plan. He passed the files to Rossellin then 

nodded. “Looks like you don’t plan to seek the opinion of the Godorans.” 

“Although this plan is beneficial to the future of the civilization, the free will of most people will only be 

a burden. This plan can only be carried out without seeking approval from everybody.” This meeting was 

off the records, so Serbia the Fifth was more direct. 

Rossellin read through the file very quickly. With a calm and reserved look, she slightly nodded and said, 

“I understand your request. Are you sure there’s no need to plant something else in the minds of your 

people?” 

Serbia the Fifth wiped the cold sweat from his brow and said, “No, no, eliminating discrimination is 

enough.” 

“Okay, if it’s just eliminating discrimination, it’s easy for me.” 
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Rossellin gave Serbia the Fifth a mysterious smile that made his heart shake a little. 

To outsiders, Rossellin was not as casual as when facing Han Xiao. On the way, Han Xiao had told her to 

maintain her standard and not scare Serbia the Fifth with her real colors. Rossellin looked at Serbia the 

Fifth with an elegant smile and explained her plan. 

“Black Star has already told me the situation. To my understanding, there are three fundamental causes 

to the bloodline conflict of Godora. 

“One, the pureblood traditional concept passed down through the years. In the galactic environment, 

only a small fraction of the purebloods still firmly believe in this concept. I call these people the 

Diehards, and their minds are the hardest to change. 
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“Two, discrimination caused by biological differences. This comes from the instinctive disgust of an 

intelligent life when seeing a deviant form. Many of the purebloods don’t want to discriminate against 

the hybrids, but when they see them, they still uncontrollably feel a sense of disgust. This is the cause of 

discrimination for most people. In order to change this, I think the key point is the aesthetic sense. 

“Three, the hatred accumulated from the large number of conflicts caused by many years of 

discrimination. This is considered a historical problem. Plus, due to discrimination, the average societal 

position of purebloods is higher than the hybrids, so the purebloods have more power in various 

industries. This can be seen as a class conflict. I can temporarily suppress this type of hatred, but if you 

people don’t change the current situation, after a long time, these conflicts will happen 

again.” 

Serbia the Fifth had a headache just from hearing these problems. 

In his eyes, every single one of these issues was close to unsolvable. He could see how extremely 

difficult these problems were just from listening to Rossellin talking about them. He once again started 

to doubt the feasibility of this plan. 

As if Rossellin saw through his worries, she calmly said, “On a more positive note, it would take at least 

decades to make these problems less severe with normal methods. However, now that I’m here, I can 

make this process thousands of times faster. The first two points are the main causes, and as long as the 

problems with the Diehards and the aesthetic sense are resolved, the class conflicts will gradually be 

reduced.” 

Serbia the Fifth took a deep breath, stood up, and bowed deeply toward Han Xiao and Rossellin. 

“I’m counting on you!” 

It was a normal morning. The warm yellow sunlight woke up the asleep city. 
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In a commercial square filled with tall buildings on the Godoran mother planet, hovering vehicles 

shuttled between buildings. People that equipped flying runes rose and landed on the open-air 

platforms that extended from the tall buildings. It was a boisterous and hectic scene. 

This time, at a hovering public bus station on an open-air platform, there was a long queue. It was rush 

hour for the working class in the morning. These Godorans heading to their jobs were waiting for the 

public transport. 

The production of a Star System civilization was more than enough to feed lazy shut-ins, but as the 

capital of a civilization, the mother planet had maintained vigorous vitality. Those that resided on the 

mother planet were all willing to work hard, unlike those at the edge of colonial planets that all stayed 

at home and had no concept of ‘working’. 

Rudy was in the middle of the queue. His outfit looked decent, like an elite of society. However, unlike 

the Godorans around, he did not have protruding ears, and his ears were spiral shaped holes. He also 

did not wear a ponytail or any ornaments on his hair because he did not have hair. His facial organs 

were also further apart from each other. 



He was the only hybrid in the long queue. 

Rudy could feel the strange looks with suppressed disgust coming from around him. He had a normal 

expression on his face and looked straight ahead, as if he was unaffected. But in his heart, he wished 

that the hovering public bus would reach the station soon so that he would no longer have to endure 

this treatment of being watched by so many people like an animal in the zoo. 

Rudy was sixty-three years old this year. By Godoran standards, he was middle-aged. He was a very 

senior employee of a huge business, and his income was rather high. Supposedly, he should be middle 

class in the society, but his appearance had given him obstructions everywhere. He knew that his 

current position was the highest that he could achieve, and he would never be promoted again. 

His most hated thing each day was going to work, not because his job was tiring but because going to 

work meant he had to socialize and endure all kinds of strange looks. He had been enduring a huge 

amount of mental stress every single day, but he could not express any of that emotion on his face. In 

the countless times he woke up in the middle of the night because of that stress, he would just sit there 

and stare into the darkness, thinking that he might as well quit the job; why should he put himself 

through all that? 

But every time he saw his sleeping wife beside him, he would put those thoughts away. 

His wife was a beautiful pureblood. Back then, his wife had ignored her family’s opposition and married 

him, a hybrid. She had blessed him with two children. Even after being married for so many years, her 

family had never accepted him, but his wife almost never complained. For the sake of his family, Rudy 

did not dare quit his job; he could only let his anxiety and irritation be vented out silently during the 

times he puffed. 

To him, life was a pool of still water, a gray silent film that played on repeat every day, only starting to 

have colors when he got home and saw the smiles of his wife and children. Rudy had no expectations for 

the future anymore. Maybe not being able to see his path ahead was good for him; a life that he could 

see the end of would be terrifying. 

Rudy smiled self-deprecatingly. He overheard the conversation of the two people behind him who had 

suddenly started chatting. 

“Have you heard? The DarkStar leader was captured some time ago, and the DarkStar organization has 

been deemed to be completely eliminated.” 

“It’s been half a month. Of course I’ve heard.” 

“Hehe, there are reports that say the DarkStar leader’s trial has ended, and he’s locked up in Rainbow 

Prison.” 

“I did not know that. Tell me more…” 

Listening to the clearly deliberate conversation behind him, Rudy could only act as if he could not hear 

it. 



Due to DarkStar’s existence, the hybrids received even more hatred. After the DarkStar organization was 

destroyed, purebloods had mentioned DarkStar around him more than once, on purpose or otherwise, 

as if it was some kind of mockery. 

Rudy did not agree with DarkStar’s philosophy at all; a hybrid that yearned for peace like him even hated 

DarkStar’s actions. However, to the purebloods, it seemed that every hybrid admired DarkStar. 

DarkStar’s ending meant the failure of the hybrids, so they could put on the looks of victors and feel 

superior. 

At this time, a projected screen appeared between the tall buildings, attracting everyone’s attention. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

Serbia the Fifth appeared on the screen. He sat straight and faced the camera with a serious face, as if 

he had something important to announce. 

The same scene appeared on every colonial planet of Godora. It was an announcement for the entire 

civilization. 

Serbia the Fifth slowly spoke. 

“Today, on behalf of the Godoran government, I’m going to announce a very important decision. In 

order to avoid tragedies similar to the DarkStar incident in the future, we have decided to accept help 

from the Purple Crystal Civilization to use an unorthodox method to solve the bloodlike discrimination 

problem that has affected us for a very long time…” 

Serbia the Fifth read the long script that he had prepared beforehand, describing the situation as the 

Purple Crystal Civilization suggesting to help and him deciding to accept their help after careful 

consideration. He sugarcoated the terms and words used to reduce the objection of the people as much 

as possible. 

However, all the Godorans were still petrified by this news and were all unable to speak. 

Only after the news had ended for a few seconds did a deafening uproar start. 

“This is too sudden. There were no signs at 

all!” 

“This is brainwashing!” 

“Why does our perception have to be changed? Free will is inviolable! Has Serbia the Fifth lost his 

mind?” 

“Will there be any side effects?” 

“This is the Purple Crystal Civilization’s idea? Then maybe it’s reliable.” 

The Godorans around discussed the issue loudly and reacted in various ways, mostly with shock and 

disgruntlement. 

Rudy did not take part in the discussion. His eyes were wide open, and his face was filled with disbelief. 



At this moment, he felt that as if his heart that had been numb for a long time had finally started beating 

vigorously again. 

He seemed to see a tint of light in his dark future. 

On this day, people from every industry started to use their relationship network to inquire more about 

what the government meant. The people were flustered. 

No one was willing to let someone else change their thoughts, even if it was a huge good deed beneficial 

to the collective. As expected, this caused backlash due to individual willingness. Serbia the Fifth 

promised subsidies, reduced taxes, and all kinds of benefits for those who accepts the ‘Discrimination 

Transformation’ plan; however, he did not give them the option to reject. 

There was outrage, and protests appeared one after another. Serbia the Fifth’s plan had shaken the 

entire society, but he was determined not to change his mind. 

With Purple Crystal’s interference, the internal resistance was suppressed forcefully. The government 

started to operate to his will. 

The upper class of society was basically controlled entirely by purebloods. These people had a lot of 

power, and most of them were Diehards. They did not receive any information beforehand either. 

Although they hated Serbia the Fifth’s plan, they did not immediately stand out to oppose it but stayed 

calm and observed the situation. 

Purple Crystal’s name helped Serbia the Fifth not receive more objections; the reputation of a Star 

Cluster civilization had the Godorans slightly under control. Even though Serbia the Fifth’s actions were 

almost like those of a dictator, many Godorans believed that this was the Purple Crystal Civilization’s 

decision. 

Due to many factors, Serbia the Fifth was able to forcefully execute this almost insane plan. 

Seeing that they could not change the government’s mind at all, the attention of all the Godorans was 

focused on the first test area of the ‘Discrimination Transformation’ plan announced by Serbia the Fifth. 

It was the Colonial Planet Gautin. 

A planet with extremely low importance, filled with jobless shut-ins, was a perfect place for the test. 

Even if the results were not good, it would have a very limited impact on the entire civilization. 

In Rainbow Prison, the DarkStar leader sat at the corner of his cell. It was pitch black, and he could only 

hear his own breathing in the dark. 

His trial had ended. Godora and Purple Crystal had both gotten what they wanted, so he was locked up 

and would be spending the rest of his life in prison. 

The hope that supported his belief was destroyed. It was as if the DarkStar leader had lost his spine, and 

his heart was numb and emotionless. 

The Rainbow Prison could shatter the belief of DarkStar members. He did not know if he could hold on 

to his own belief in the future, but he did not care anymore. 

Clank! 



The narrow feeding window at the bottom of the cell door opened. A plate of food and a beam of light 

entered the cell. 

“Recently, Serbia the Fifth announced a plan to brainwash all Godorans to eliminate discrimination for 

hybrids. Did your DarkStar convince him and make him betray us?” 

The prison guard outside the door suddenly spoke with a sarcastic tone. He then closed the feeding 

window and left. 

In the dark, the DarkStar leader suddenly opened his eyes. His numb eyes were filled with shock. He was 

absolutely confused. 

Brainwashing the entire civilization? 

What the hell? Could it be that we have the same belief but you’re much smarter than me? 

You should be the one leading DarkStar! 

 

 


